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T]BI'D BEFORE 19OO

The niskala landscape of Sukawati: a structural analysis.

Are there operations by which we can analyso soquonces of myth and ritual and say

quite positively that 'tho evidonce shows that this and this is the case', or must we
always fall back on some equivocating personal formula - 'it sooms to Ee' or 'it is

surely obvious that'? (Leach 1972t240)

\\e nisluh landscape of Sukawati is drawn between the two classical poles

of Balinese qpatial organisation: the powers emanating from the mountains and those

associated with the sea. It is possible to constnrct a polar diagram something like

this,

Balian Batur/indigenous powers

MOTJNTAIN

SEA

Gede Mecaling/outside powers

and to argue that the nislala landscape of Sukawati was created in the first place by

an indigenous power emanating from the mountains and is subsequenfly maintained

by a non-indigenous power emanating from the sea. Dewa Anom Sirikan, by

subduing one and gaining the support of the other, achieved the right to nrle over the

space thus created between the mountains and the sea. In a more selaln sense,

which we can exprcss in the horizontal dimension of our diagram, he was granted

control over the east-west space cre,ated between the earthly realms of Mengrvi and

Klungkung.
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I]BT]D BEFORE 19OO

Niskala

indigenous powers/Balian Batur

MOTJNTAINS

Dewa Anom Sfuikan

Sekala MENGWI SUKAWATI KLUNGKUNG

SEA

outside powers/I Gede Mecaling

Organising the components differently, the diagram could be redrawn, with

Sukawati located in a matrix of powers in which the selala power of Mengwi is

subordinated to the nislala power of Klungkung, based upon the Dewa Agung's

unique relationship with the gods of both mountain and sea.

Niskala

MOI]NTAIN

Sekala MEI{GWI- SUK{WATI-KLUNGKUNG
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I]BT]D BEFORE I9OO

An alternative development of this model might interpret all the evidence in

terms of an apparent equality between Mengwi and Klungkung at the selwln level

and a relationship of hierarchy at a nislaln one.

Niskala

KLI]NGKI.JNG

sekala MENGWI 
- 

SIIKAWATI-KLIINGKIING

MENGWI

This formulation could be rephrased in terms of an "encompassment" of the

equality apparent in the sel<ala relationship by a hierarchy at the nislcnln.

KLLINGKUNG: klungkung/sukawati/mengwi: : Hungkung: sukawati: mengwi

The contentious version in which the Batuan sorcerer is simply a troublesome

relic of the power of Balian Batur rather than Gede Mecaling can be accommodated

in two ways: firstly by a more dynamic model in which Sukawati is defined not by

a static matrix of powers but by the movement of powers. The indigenous power

of the mountains, greater than those of Mengwi, when cut off from its source and
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I.]BT]D BEFORE 19OO

finally exhausted/defeated by Klungkung, is cast into/across the sea, becomes

absorbed/identified with the existing powers of the sea/Nusa, re-emerging to create

Sukawati. This model has nice parallels with relatively well-known Balinese

principles of nislcala topography/hydrology which involve not only a flow of powers,

like water, from the mountains to the sea, but a retum, circulation and ultimate unity

of the two poles (see Ch.5).

MOTJNTAINS

Balian Batur

MENGWI ST'KAWATI KLI]NGKT]NG

SEA

Gede Mecaling

Another, less ambitious reading reduces to the simpler, but familiarBalinese,

and indeed Indic theme of clearing an area of inhoqpitable nislula forces in order to

establish human civilisation. (Boon L977:99)

Rlmund I-each, following the passage quoted at the beginning of this section,

goes on to argue that (I-evi-Straussian) stnrchrralism offers a solution, based upon

rigourous scientific certitude, to the problem of the inherent subjectivity of
interpretation upon which ethnographic analysis is dependent (1972:2a9. This

example seems to me to demonstrate the opposite: that it is a method at least as

dependent upon "subjective interpretation" of evidence as any other. Any of these

models could no doubt be elaborated and developed but only at the price of further

manipulation of the evidence. While they are useful tools for thinking about the
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I]BI]D BEFORE 19OO

cultural logics involved they provide us with neither an account nor an explanation

of what happened. Indeed they have diverted us for some time from the founding

of Sukawati which they presume.

Sukawati

With his relationships with the various nislenla gatekee'pers of the area finally

in order, Dewa Anom Sirikan came eventually to a village called Timbul.

According to Ck.Oka Karang and Tj. Agung (1985:27) this was after a period of

some years at Batuan and the final move was made on the advice of his spiritual

advisor, Ida Pedanda Sakti Teges. He anived in Timbul in 1710 and in 1717, beside

the existing market, burlta puri known as Sukaluwih Gorogak and a temple known

as Pura Penataran Agungto.

Despite consistently being refused any more pwalw from Klungkung, Dewa

Anom had a series of adventures in which he obtained a comprehensive set of his

own including two in the form of a long fingernail and some long hair. As a result,

he was able to maintain peace and order independently of Klungkung and his

kingdom flourished in every way. A new name, Sukawati reflected the physical

beauty of the area and he was known as Dalem Sukawati.

to. According to Schulte-Nordholt's (1996:29-33) chronology, Sukawati was
already established and was in fact involved in conflicts with Mengrwi by 1713.
His aclount does not however provide tshe source of this information nor doeg
he refer to the Balian Batur story.
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Figure 6.5 Puri Sukawati 1996 Figure 6.6 Pura Penataran Agung, Sukawati 1996

He married a princess from Mengwi and had three sons. The first, Dewa

Agung Jambe and the second Dewa Agung Karna, both declined the opportunity to

take their fathers place and established branch puri in the nearby villagss of Guang

and Ketewel where they concentrated on matters of religion rather than politics. The

responsibility for govemment fell to youngest, Dewa Agung Mayun who continued

his father's good work in management of the kingdom. He also followed the

tradition of taking a wife from Puri Mengwi. This wife produced two sons, Dewa

Agung Gede and Dewa Agung Made. Subsequent wives produced a further eight

sons and a daughter. In his old age he retired to a village called Petemon (near
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I]BI]D BEFORE 19OO

Bedulu), leaving the two eldest sons in charge of the kingdom. This move proved

to be the beginning of the end of Sukawati and a window of opportunity for a new

dynasty in waiting.

Dalem Petemon and Dewa Manggis.

The two princes, Dewa Agung Gede and Made were of very different natures

and from the beginning had difficulty working together. They neglected both their

father and the interests of the kingdom. Dewa Agung Gede compounded this neglect

by mutilating a pwakn kris, breaking off its point for use as a coclfighting blade in

a fight against the magically empowered cock of a prince of Mengwi. This abuse

of the nislwln foundations of the kingdom so distressed their father (now known as

Dalem Petemon) that he, presumably seeing the writing on the wall for Sukawati,

retired completely and went into terminal decline, attended only by his son-in-law,

a minor aristocrat known as Dewa Manggis Api/Geredeg.

When he knew that the time of his death was appnoaching, Dalem Petemon

asked Dewa Manggis to send word to Sukawati, calling his sons to his bedside.

None came that day nor the next and that night he called Dewa Manggis and gave

his final instnrctions: to build shrines for him at the family temples in Sukawati and

to tell his sons, that whosoever was prepared to lick/suck (rcyesep, ngenglann,

mengisap) the tongue of his corpse would become his successorrl. Soon afterwards

he departed peacefully, straight to heaven.

When they heard the news his sons duly arrived and Dewa Manggis pasged

on his message. Together they bore the body back to Sukawati where the ceremonial

Bizarre as this suggestion may Eeem it ig consietent with a
widespread Indonesian notion of the passing on of powers of dlmastic
succession by means of irnbibing of various bodily eecretions at or after the
moment of death. For a particularly lurid Central ilavanese variation of the
theme, emphasising the fusion of sexual potensy with politico/spiritual power,
see Anderson (1990:.32) .
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washing was perfonned. The appearance of the body was by this time alarming: it
was grossly swollen and a putrid odour assailed the nostrils, the eyes were staring

wildly and the tongue was protnrding to the chestr2. Dewa Manggis reminds the

sons of their fathers words.

My imagination insists on rendering the scene with contemporary fiappings:

seven well-fed but somewhat dissipated young men, in their funerary fioery of black

silk and velvet, dripping with gold rings, chains and watches, guilty eyes hidden by

RayBan sunglasses, wives delicately holding handkerchiefs to their offended noses,

all nervously shuffling around the crowded courtyard, each wishing his cell-phone

would ring with an excuse to slip outside to his waiting silver-grey BMW and

disappear forever from this nightmare of putrefaction and humiliation.

Dewa Manggis however will not be dissuaded from his duty. He reminds

them again, gently but firmly and after a long silence, to their mixed relief and

astonishment, he suggests that perhaps he might be allowed to do the deed on their

behalf, so that their fathers' wishes will be fulfilled. Another long silence as the

implications of this offer sink in. It seems predestined and they agree. Dewa

Manggis calmly approaches the body and licks the offending organ. The body

immediately resumes its original form, the tongue recedes and a sweet perfume

pervades the air. The sons, presumably, breathe sighs of relief and a fine cremation

is performed after which they build the shrines to which their father may visit in

deified form.

". The climate of Bati is not conducive to the storage of corpses and
the arts of the sosmetic mortician not much in evidence. It is not uncolunon
for families today to be distressed by the appearance of their deceased loved
ones a! this moment of return to the house. Ttre combination of eyes and
tongue described resemble conmon representations of the most feareome niskal.a
beings including the archetypal wit,ch Rangda and the fndic goddess Durga.
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The pusaka and the zuccession.

All four Sukawati versions of the story concur (those in Indonesian virtually

word-for-worO on the account of the death of Dalem Petemon. They dffier only'

as do oral accounts, in theh reports as to the fate ofthe royalpusalca, the objects of

power upon which the realm depends. These objects, including the Lontar in its ivory

case, the fingernail and the hair, which were in the possession of Dalem Petemon

until his death later are now (as Tj.Agung [983:11, 1985:50] and Sanggra ll97l:lll
wryly report) worshipped as pusalw by the descendants of Dewa Manggis Api.

Ck.Agung (1981:119) mentions only that at the time of leaving Petemon, none of the

sons gave a thought to these things.

Certain oral versions, (which will remain anonymous and thus have less need

for circumspection) claim that Dewa Manggis took advantage of the confusion to

ustealu these pusalw at some stage in the proceedings, perhaps diverting them en

route to Sukawati, perhaps in the pandemonium of the ritual washing of the body.

These versions acknowledge that the spiritual power of Sukawati did indeed at this

point sffi to the Manggis dynasty but insist that this was to be a temporary

arrangement to last for only seven generations.

At this point another version of events enters the discourse: the Babad

Manggis Gianyar (Mahaudiana 1968), a history of the Manggis dynasty, written by

an educated member of a peripheral branch of Puri Gianyar and published in a fair

quality reproduction of typewritten text in 1968. It is comprehensive, well-organised

and is not infrequenfly used as a source by the Sukawati versions. The view it

presents is predictabty partisan, in parts little more than an apology for the history

of a puri less than popular for its role in the political struggles of the colonial and

post-colonial periods. It serves nevertheless as a useful counterpoint to the Sukawati

versions.

Its account (1968:24-27) of the last days of Dalem Petemon emphasises the

dissolute habits of the brothers Sukawati in contrast with the sellless devotion of
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Dewa Manggis and claims that the old king, before dying, cursed his own sons and

their descendants and placed his kingdom in the hands of Dewa lylenggis. It does

not mention the episode of the tongue but says that the pwal<n were given to Dewa

Manggis by the spirit of the dead king the night after he was cremated. Mahaudiana

then enters into a lengthy justification of the subsequent actions of Dewa Manggis

and the lengths to which he went to return the kingdom to its rightful nrlers.

These events, conventionally dated 1770, set the stage for the politics of this

area ever since. The Sukawati descendants have stnrggled to alternately retain and

regain their inheritance by ceaseless strategies, wars and alliances with their

neighbours and each other.

Padangtegal, Taman and Ubud.

The area now known as Ubud was toward the uphill periphery of the realm

of effective Sukawati controlr3. There is no record of the survival in the area of

Rsi Markandeya's followers who are said to have settled there centuries previously

(Ubud 1983). According to local stories it was simply an area of forest into which

immigrant groups from other areas moved because of local conflicts and shortage of

land. The first of these are said to have been in Alas Jati (Teges) and Alas

Pemausan @engosekan) on the uphill periphery of the ancient village of Masra.

A group known as Pasek Guru Padang Subadra or Padang Kerta, descendants

of the great priest Empu Kuturan, arguably from Padangbai or from Gelgel via

Budakeling, all places far to the east, settled further uphill/west, calling the place

Padang Tunggal. Subsequent sefflers in this area were also of pa.reft descent from

13. Schulte-Nordholt (L996:33) however suggests that
Sukawati, Dewa Agamg Anom, fought against both Mengwi and
context of a fratricidal war in Buleleng.

The clearing of forest is an oft-repeated theme in
of origins of villages (c/f Schulte-Nordho1t 1996:56).

the first lord of
Klungkung in the

Balinese accounts
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Ttrlamben, also in East Bali. The name of the place changed in time to Padangtegal.

The original temple in this area was a hra Dalem, known originally as Unggaran

but now as Pura Dalem Padanglegal, in a deep forest downstream of the settlement

(see Figure 5.14). Further uphill again an aristocratic group called Arya Pering

established themselves along with followers of lower status. A tiny temple in the

main street of modern Ubud, widely believed to be the oldest temple in LJbud is

maintained by a mixed group of descendants of these original settlers.

In a pattern cornmon to settlement stories in this part of Bali, Puri Sukawati,

either at the request of the local people or at their own initiative, sent retainers of

lower aristocratic status, gusti, to administer the area on their behalf. One of these,

Gusti Lanang Dauh (aka Gusti Ngurah Padangtegal) established himself in

Padangtegal, while his junior relative, Gusti Made Taman went to the uphill

settlement now known as Taman. Gusti Padangtegal established a puri and two

temples, one (Pura Penataran) to his own ancestors, and another @ura Keloncing)

associated with the market which convened outside it (see map 5.17)15. Peripheral

as this area was to Sukawati, it was soon to be embroiled in the problems of that

state.

The death of the old king and the ascendance of the Dewa Manggis had little

effect upon the rivalry between his sons, with Dewa Made wanting to divide the

inheritance and Dewa Gede wanting to retain its unity, under his own control.

Public opinion also polarised into two camps of supporters, apparently as far uphill

as Taman/Padangtegal where Gusti Padanglegal supported Dewa Gede on the

grounds that he was the elder and was thereby entitled to govern while Gusti Taman

supported Dewa Made on the grounds of his more suitable personal qualities.

ls. pura penataran is a generic name for ttstatert Eenpleg which are
actually associated with the anlestors of whoever claims to constitute the
rightfui state. This particular one is now maintained by the descendants of
th6 Gust,i group involved. Pura Keloncing aPpears tso be a Ey'non)m for Pura
Melanting. - 1.yr6 associated market ceased tb function within living memory- and
this temlte is now effectively one of the Pura Melanting without markeEs
referred-to in Ch B. It is now maintained by a residual group who appear not
even to know how they inherited the responsibiliEy-
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Although they were cousins their rclationship deteriorated on account of this

difference of political opinion, to one of mutual distnrst.

News of this dispute reached Dewa Agung Gede who sent four of his younger

brothers with an armed detachment to pacify the situation. By the time they arrived

fierce fighting had broken out. Both sides however thought the Sukawati troops

were reinforcements for the other side, panicked and fled westwards, acrcss the

Ayung where they settled in villages now known as Taman and Punggal. In a locat

oral version (I K Teler) the dlegiances of the two are reversed and the only achral

fighting occurred when the two fleeing goups "collided" (L bewrok, B. tcnptug) on

their way westward at a place since known as ubud (a comrption of lwplug). The

Gustis, along with a gong and pretima from hrra Keloncing, stayed in their new

villiages in Mengwi but most of their commoner followers returned to Padangtegal

and Taman.
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This episode, identically reported in the four Sukawati versions (Ck.Agung

1981: I2O-L21, Tj.Agung 1983: ll-12,1985:50-52, Sanggra l97l:11-13) and

conventionally dated 1772 @y oral sources), is related here less for its comic aqpects

than to remind us that, amid this history of kings and their doings, there were other

groups in the area and that in the case of Ubud they were well established before the

purt.

Because of the tendency of such "mountain villages" to descend into chaos

of this kind, Dewa Agung Gede established the four brothers most loyal to him at

strategic locations thrcugh the area. These included Ck. Nguratr Tabanan at Peliatan

and Ck. Tangkeban at Ubud. firis original Puri Ubud was located, according to its

contemporary descendants, slightly uphill of the presentpzri and Rrra Batu(r) Sari,

known until relatively recently as Merajan Sari, was a kind of state temple associated

with it.

A local story, told by a descendant of one of the acknowledged oldest

families in Ubud, is slightly different:

Originally there were only a few families in Ubud, and no puri - oily x
Peliatan. C's family was ono of these and six generations ago it was headed by a man

called Jero Nengah. He went to Puri Peliatan and asked for one of their sons to

establish a pui as a pacek Ot. nail, to npeg the place down"). The King said he was

sorry, all his sons had already gone - to Negari, Petulu, Mas and elsewhere. Jero

Nengah was about to leave when the king zuddenly romembered along-fotgofren anak

penawing (child from a wife of common birth) whom he had heard was at Kedisan
(Batur). Jero Nengah went there and found him living in a house undor a betelnut tree.

He agreed to come to Ubud and establish a puri md he was known as Ck. Bafanbuah.

(beneath the fruit).

Strife in Sukawati.

The relationship between the brothers continued to deteriorate to the point

where Dewa Agung Made felt he was not safe in Sukawati and left, along with eight

of his brothers and a sister. They managed to take with them the pusaka weapon,
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Ki Segara Ngelayang, which Dewa Anom Sirikan had been given by the I-ord of the

Sea.

They went first to the pui of a relative in Badung where Dewa Made

fathered a child from whom hrri Jero Kuta is descended and left a brother before

moving on to Mengwi where he established a puri and his brothers established ones

at Mambal and Sanggeh. The king of Mengwi attempted to negotiate a peaceful

settlement with Dewa Gede in Sukawati but when this failed he agreed to assist

Dewa Made in a military solution to the problem.

They divided their forces and attacked from three directions simultaneously

but were held back by Dewa Gede's new branch puri in the UbudPeliatan area.

Only the attack from Badung by an dly called Gusti Munang succeeded and he took

control of Sukawati. Dewa Made had to content himself with a new puri at

Tegallalang and his brother Dewa Agung Karang did likewise in Padangtegal.

Sukawati was now not only divided but lost to the family altogether and there

was much concern that the shrines of their ancestors would be neglected: a worst-

case-scenario come tnre. Ttris inspired them to put aside their differences and join

forces in order to regain this sacred inheritance. Dewa Made moved to Peliatan to

dinect operations, leaving a brother to look after Tegallalang while Dewa Agung

Karang moved downhill to the forest of Tapesan, much closer to Sukawati to win the

hearts and minds of the local populace. Before doing so he asked for divine

assistance in a temple known (according to his lineal descendant Ck. Oka Karang)

as Pura Dalem Unggaran which is now the hrm Dalem of Padangtegal. The god of

this temple descended and presented him with a lqis known as Ki Bintang Kukus

which gave him confidence to confront the difficult task ahead.

His public relations campaign was successful and malcontents began shifting

their allegiance to his pui, now known as Negarar6. Gusti Munang made

This is a good example of the practice of mat.i7as, widely reported
in nineteenth century Ba1i. The narne Negara, is a pan-Southeast, Asian word
of Sanskrit origin referring to a state and/or ite centre. Its t,raditional
uses appear to refer to specific Etates and it is rarely used in everyday
Balinese discourse. It hag however hag become widely known in recent years
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diplomatic moves to reverse the trend but to no avail. Eventually an official sent

from Sukawati to address the problem was co-opted to the Negara cause and he

secretly arranged an insurrection which cleared the way for the brothers to return to

Sukawati. Dewa Made was by this time settled in Peliatan, so Dewa Gede was

invited to take his place in Sukawati and there was peace between the brothers and

they and their sons built more puri throughout the area forming a hierarchically-

linked confederation of principalities throughout the region.

lloll MENr3.Jt

Figure 6.8 Sukawati Branch Puri c.1775

through C. Geertz's
gloss for classical

book of the same name in
Southeast Asian states.

S
@
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There is no mention of Dewa lvlanggis in the Sukawati versions of these

events. The Manggis version however tells the story somewhat differently, placing

him in the centre of events, helping Dewa Gede in his hour of homelessness, playing

a vital mediating role between the fighting brothers, and ultimately by his diplomacy,

restoring them to the Sukawati throne, but under the protection of the new dominant

kingdom, Gianyar.

The Rise of Gianyar and the Beginning of Ubud.

Over the next couple of generations, into the early nineteenth century there

is no doubt, even in the Sukawati versions, that the real control over the area did

shift to the Manggis dynasty, based in Gianyar. According to these versions a series

of Sukawati princes throughout the region fell victim to cleverly planned campaigns

of slander and treachery on the part of persons usually unnamed. The beneficiary

of each of these, stepping into the political vacuums of one destabilised or vacated

Sukawati purt after another was however, the Dewa Manggis of the timerT.

It was during this period, with Peliatan firmly under Gianyar contrcl, that a

branchpuri was established in tlbud nL782 (Ubud 1983:13) to maintain the security

of the western border with Mengwi. Ck. Putu Kandel, one of the younger brothers

of Dewa Gede and Dewa Made, who had a fairly chequered car@r up to this point,

t7 - The title Dewa Manggis ie passed down the generations and subsequent
references are to the head of the dlmasty, and thue the reigrning king of
Gianyar of the time. A similar logic applies to the title Dewa Agung which
refers to the head of the Satria Dalem dlmasty who are the rulers of Klungkung
and the notional overlords of all Bali.

The title cokorda refere to junior trousee of Satria Dalem descent such
as Sukawati. Anak Agung (child of the great) is a further rung down, being
a child of a Satria Dalem father and a mother of lesser rank. The titles dena
and ngakan refer to further demotions of descent. Gusti is the title of
Iesser aristocracy descended not from the original Satria Dalem refugeee form
Majapahit but from their minieters.
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was brought back from self-imposed exile in Tumbakasa and placed in charge of the

new puri.

It is unclear what became of the previous puri wder Ck. Tangkeban. Most

of the descendants of this pui live now as cornmoners in Desa Jegu (?), Tabanan

where they went, according to their surviving relatives in Ubud, after a disagreement

with the new puri. According to TJ.Agung (1985:77), Ck. Tangkeban was demoted

and moved to Peliatan as part of a general reshuffle of local leadership positions

throughout the kingdom of Gianyar. This was a security measure occasioned by a

threatened move to Bangli on the part of Tegallalang which rezulted in a Manggis

takeover there in t822.

The Dewa Manggis had good reason to be uneasy about his control over all

these Sukawati-descended puri, small, divided and relatively powerless though they

might be. While they were clearly of Satria Dalem descent, his own claim to royal

status was a dubious one, based on a claim that the mother of the founder of the

dynasty, a girl seduced by a king of Gelgel on a hunting trip near the village of

Manggis, Karangasem, happened also to be of pure Satria Dalem descent.

According to a consensus of oral sources in the area, they are probably Ngakan, a

status arguably a notch below Dewa and a notch above Gusti (Howe 1993).

Whatever the verdict they are and always have been, uniformly regarded by

Sukawati and other Satria Dalem descendants as lower than themselves in status and

thus should, however elevated their politico/economic position, show suitable

deference toward full Satria.

*Such delicate matters of rank" (Wiener L995:243), which in effect means

descent, are never absent from contemporary politics in Bali and there is no reason

to suppose that they were less important in the nineteenth centuryl8. The only

check on the self-serving excesses of the Sukawati princes has, as we have seen,

tt. For an extreme statement of the importance of status in Balinese
royal self-perceptions, see Clifford Geertz's (1-980) Neg_ara and for a lighter
account of conUemporary status preoccupations among the lower aristocracy see
Howe (1993).
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been the prospect of their family shrines falling into inappropriate hands. It was the

knowledge that the senior puri of Peliatan (and presumably Sukawati) was in

Manggis hands that incited the lord of Tegallalang to look to the higher status Puri

Bangli for assistance. (Tj.Agung 1985:76) It is also a theme which rccurs in

Gianyar for the rest of the nineteenth century.

Kerajaan Gianyar.

The history of the kingdom (lccrajaan)te of Gianyar, which begins

approximately and ends exactly with the nineteenth century, appears to have been a

familiar one of rapid expansion at the expense of neighbouring kingdoms followed

by a losing battle to retain control over the territory thus gained. The accounts of

this process concur on the overall pattern but differ primarily in their interpretation

of motivations and allocation of blame for conflicts.

Clifford Geefiz' (1980: 19-24) theory of the geographical constraints on

nineteenth century Balinese political formations have some relevance here.

Gianyar's central location was initially an asset, allowing it to exploit a vacuum

between Klungkung and Mengwi, created by the dissolution of Sukawati, and then

to expand into the peripheral territories of neighbours. Ultimately this also played

a part in its downfall, its resources inadequate to deal with the predations of hostile

and powerfrrl neighbours on all borders and nowhere to nrn to except to the Dutch

I use here the term kerajaan in preference to Geertz's (L9801 negara
mainly becauge it is the usual term used locally to refer to major precolonial
political formations. Ttre latter is a nebulous terin which, according to
Milner (L982:L23) has only in modern times come to "e)<prees the West,ern idea
of the staterr. It is rarely used in Bali (at least by people unfamiliar with
Geertz) and I suspect wae deliberatel-y chosen by Geertz for precisel-y these
reasons t,o refer to the I'hietorically unfaithful" (1980:9) ideal-type he
constructed from materials on real Balinese kerajaan. Kerajaan on the ocher
hand refers not to any tlpe of state formation as such but to 'tl-ittle more
than 'being in the condition of having a Raja'n (L982:91 , the exist,ential
basis of political consciougness in pre-colonial Bali.
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just beyond these neighbours, waiting in the wings for an avenue into the south (see

Figure 6.1)

After the annexation or subjection of all the Sukawatipuriby 1822, the Dewa

Manggis (Dimadia) V extended westward through the gift of an area including the

villages Singakerta, Jukutpaku and Kengetan (downstream and west of Ubud) from

a lover in Puri Mengwi2o and then attempted to bring Blahbatu, another Mengwi

de,pendency under his influence by asking for a princess from there. When this was

refused he subjugated Blahbatuh by force while Mengwi stood by (Mahaudiana

1968:31, Schulte-Nordholt 1988a:82). Hethentookadvantageof aconflictbetween

the nrlers of Tamanbali and Bangli to attempt to gain territory there also. With the

assistance of arrnies from Sukawati, Negara and Mas, he penetrated as far as Bangli

before being repulsed comprehensively (1968:33). His next acquisition was Nyalian,

another minor puri n the Bangli area which he reclaimed from the control of

Klungkung.

Dewa Manggis V died in 1839 and was succeeded by his son whose imperial

ambitions were similar. His main campaign was against Pejeng in 1846, also

brought about by a refused offer of marriage. Once again the Dewa fvlanggis

prevailed after a protracted battle and the defeated raja was exiled to Nusa Penida.

His elder brother at Belusung immediately revolted in sympathy and other nrlen in

Tegallalang and Nyalian followed suit2r. These three rebellions were quickly

crushed and the leaders fled to Bangli (1968:37) which was by this time becoming

something of a centre of anti-Gianyar sentiment.

Schulte-Nordho1t (1988a:8L-2, L992:5ol confirms thiB story and
identifies the lover as Sa1ru (Gusti A1ru) Oka who for a brief period aft,er the
death of her husband, was the supreme ruler of Mengwi. Vlhat attracted her to
the Dewa Manggis' was his skitl in playing the part of the romantic hero Panji
in the popular gantbuh opera. The villages she gave to him were ones which he
had only a year or two previously been, along with Payangan, trying
unsuccescfully to win by force (L992:45).

"t. This revolt in Tegallalang appears to be the sane one recorded in the
Sukawati versions (most clearly Tj.Agung 1985:75) as having occurred around
L822. This is a sigrnificant discrepancy but does not seem important, for the
present purpose.
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This Dewa Manggis died the following year and his successor, as Wiener

(1995:2a!, fike me following Mahaudiana (1968:39) points out, was in trouble from

the start, fending off an attempted coup by a relative and indeed a tnrsted advisor,

from Puri Seronggo. The offender escaped to Badung and was replaced as chief

advisor by a man of exceptional qualities, Made Pasek (aka Made Tjedok). He and

his brother Ketut Pasek are generally credited with having been responsible, by a

combination of diligence and wisdom tempered with not a little cunning, for the

survival of Gianyar for years in the face of overwhelming odds. Indeed Gianyar did

not long survive their passing.

The next fronts for conflict were Payangan and Tampaksiring, nominally

under control of Bangli, but which became Gianyar territories re,portedly as a result

of either strategic adoption by the Dewa Manggis, of children from bothpurt around

1854, or straightforward military conquest (G.Agung t989:397-8). Either way this

caused further agitation in Bangli which set in motion a train of events bringing

Bangli and Klungkung closer in common enmity to Gianyar. Before proceeding

however with the woes of Gianyar, it is perhaps worth relating something of the

position of Payangan in all this, firstly because there seems to be a degree of

confusion about its status and origins and secondly because it is an immediate

neighbour of Ubud.

Payangan

In the accounts we have been considering, and indeed most oral histories of

the lJbud/Gianyar region, Payangan is a peripheral place, appearing only when other

kingdoms saw fit to squabble over control of it (Schulte-Nordholt 1996:124). Even

the pattern of this control is not remembered with clarity, with such an authority as

Wiener (1995:46), referring bemusedly to it as being in 1854 "a semi-autonomous

realm...formerly under Bangli authority" but newly acquired by Klungkung (c/f
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Mahaudiana 1968:41) and confessing later to having been unable to find out when

it was "returned to Bangli", while C.Geertz (1980:42) would have us believe it

simply "fades from view at the beginning of the (lfth?) century".

According to Dutch accounts (cited by Korn 1922:2), Payangan was in the

early 19th century, still a major purt, routinely listed along with the more familiar

eight major kingdoms subsequently immonatised as colonial regencies and national

I<nbupaten. Around 1820 it was, according to a local chronicle, in a military

position to, in alliance with Gianyar, launch attacks on peripheral Mengwi territories

west of Ubud (Schulte-Nordholt 1992:45). As late as 1832, still resolutely refusing

to fade from view, it was, together with Buleleng, Bangli, Gianyar and Mengwi, a

participant in a meeting in Klungkung aimed at maintaining peace between the

kingdoms.

Despite its present state of rather elegant decrepitude22, the central pafi of

Payangan retains traces of this former glory in the form of a large purtlbencingah

complex, a substantial pelcandelan @urt-related residential suburb) to the east and

several outlying complexes of large temples. The present head of the puri, an

elderly magicianiking who lives in the style of a pre-colonial potentate amid a

complex of decaying courtyards and pavilions cluttered with caged birds, antique

furniture and Chinese porcelain, also subscribes to a view which locates Payangan

much less peripherally in the Balinese order of things23. This history is of some

sigfficance in the context of the micro-history of South Bali during this period but

peripheral to my larger argument here. The interested reader is referred to

Appendix 3.

This in spite of being receiving an official warning from the bupati
for displaying the lowest sEandard of civic cleanliness n the kabuPaten (Bali
Post L4 ilu]-y 1994) but about,, f believe, to be erased forever by systematic
installation of raised, red-tiled footpaths of the kind with which urban
environments in a widening circle around Denpasar have been blighted.

For a more description of the atmosphere of this puri see Hobart,
Ramseyer, Leeman (L996:188)in which she (Hobart) describes his collection of
curios, in worde borrowed from Victor Turner, as the tools of his magical
trade exemplifying "fructile chaos, a fertile nothingerees, a storehouse of
possibil-iLiesrr .
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Iocal oral accounts, frcm both Llbud and Payangan areas, suggest that there

were frequent border skirmishes between the two, with the name of Desa

Tanggayuda (tangga:border * yuda: war) commemorating the frontier. The oral

history of Desa Bukian, on the eastern border also refers qpecifically to defences

against Ubud aggrression from the Kelusa area. The existence in Lungsiakan and

Sanggingan of aristocracy claiming descent from hrri Payangan also suggests former

Payangan influence as far downhill as this.

While the story recorded in Appendix 3 hardly constitutes a comprehensive

history of Payangan (and is indeed largely contradicted by Hanna's (1976:70) version

based upon uncited sources) both suggest that the role of Payangan in the political

turmoil of the nineteenth century may have been less passive than might be

concluded from the dominant accounts. Hanna also makes the point that the final

destruction of Payangan in 1843 marks the beginning of the period of political

instability which engulfed south Bali for the rest of the century.

The Plot lhickens.

These years foreshadowed the great crisis that erupted in 1883, when virtually all the
southern Balinese leadors became embroiled in a tangled web of conflicts. Southorn
Bali was transformed into one great battlefield.

(Schulte-Nordholt 1 996 : 159).

The dominant pattern of this period is mutual destruction, a tale of losers and

more losers. What is not generally acknowledged in existing accounts is that out of

this period of almost uniform loss the one great winner was lJbud, emerging from

obscurity in the very heart of the region, thriving on the chaos to emerge as the

dominant power in the triangle between Bangli, Klungkung and Badung and

ultimately surviving the latter two. In the sections to follow I attempt to construct,

from the various and contradictory sources available, a plausible and intelligible

account of this period, from an lJbud-centric point of view. The reader is asked
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therefore to bear with what may appear a needlessly tedious chronological list of

events. Because of the complexity referred to it seems necessary to lay out these

bare bones of the history before considering alternative versions of events and

interpretation and reflecting upon their implications.

Bangli and the Dutch.

Bangli's response to the annexation of Tampaksiring and Payangan by

Gianyar was to immediately seek the support of the Dutch Resident in Banyuwangi.

Buleleng had fallen into Dutch control just a few years earlier and even before this

the ruler of Bangli, Ck. Gede Tangkeban had made overtures of friendship towards

them, which he repeated in the form of concrete offers of assistance during the wat,

which he supported by refusing requests for assistance from Buleleng and

disallowing them an escape route through the mountains (G.Agung

1989:231,234,2U-5,285,304). After Buleleng fell he attempted to recruit at least

moral support from the Dutch for his own local territorial ambitions (1989:315-

6,323). An offer by the Dutch commander to appoint him Susnh.u.rwn (pnhttcaland

spiritual leader) of Bali and I-ombok once the other kings were subdued (1989:316)

appears to have played a part in strengthening resistance among the other kingdoms

of the southu. This never eventuated although he was, for a few unsatisfactory

years (1849-54) appointed official nrler of the new territory of Buleleng (1989:371,

see also Mahaudiana 1968:54).

This, like other opinions er<pressed in a highly partiaan docunent
purporting to be the "History of BaLi in the Nineteenth Century'r by the senior
member of Puri cianyar, should be read with its barely concealed bias in mind.
The consistent, policy on the part of Ck. Tangkeban of seeking favour with the
Dut,ch is howewer based upon documentary evidence.
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hoblems in Gianyar.

The Dutch response to Ck. Tangkeban's request for help in his territorial

squabble with Gianyar was to send an official to investigate. The Dewa Manggis'

political advisor Made Pasek was able to sufficiently deceive this person that nothing

came of the matter but it was the beginning of a long enmity between Gianyar and

Bangli (Mahaudiana 1968:41). The Dewa Manggis also managed to alienate the new

Dewa Agung of Klungkung by refusing a marriage offer for one of his daughters

(1968:42) and Gianyar entered a new period of constant friction with it neighbours

on all sides (G.Agung 1989:396).

Soon after, presumably seeking to consolidate his position with the remaining

non-hostile kingdoms, the Dewa Manggis entered into a non-military treaty

(pasobaja) with Badung and Tabanan. The list of signatories presumably represents

something like a second local tier of administration within the kingdom and includes

the punggawa of Pejeng, Peliatan, Negara, and Blahbatu (1968:47)x. ln t862, a

minor lord in Tampaksiring who placed himself under the protection of Bangli was

forced, while planning a further rebellion, to flee to Nusa Penida where he was

murdered on the orders of the Dewa Manggis, giving rise to further disturbances

north of Payangan. (1968:53).

According to Mahaudiana (1968:54-7), the Dewa Agung at this point

attempted to enlist the help of Lombok, Badung and Iombok for all-out assault on

Gianyar. The skilful diplomacy of Made Pasek however kept l-ombok out of the

alliance altogether and rendered Badung and Mengwi ineffective. The attacks from

Klungkung and Bangli, in 1868, however were serious and were repelled with

difficulty. After this Mengwi attempted, unsuccessfully, to instigate Payangan to

revolt against the rule of Gianyar but Payangan had enough of war and declined.

For a comprehensive discussion of the efflorescence of treaty-making
during this period see Sirikan t96L:9-L2).
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ln 1874, Mengwi attacked the Gianyar border village of Kedewatan, west of

Ubud, but were repelled by a combined force led by Ck. Rai Batur of lJbud,

together with Kelusa, Tegallalang and Negara (1968:62), and/or Payangan (Sirikan

196l:49). So impressed was the mja of Gianyar by this performance that he

elevated Ck. Batur's status to punggawa and extended his area of control by several

villages (Sirikan 196I:49). Soon after Mengwi suffered a severe epidemic which

killed 1000 people within a month, virtually wiping out at least one village. This

was suspected to be the result of the power of a pusalca lns used by Ck. Batur, so

sufferers came to Ubud to ask for holy water from the lcris and, upon drinking it,

were cured26. This was the first sign of Ubud's imminent rise to magico/military

dominance of the area and there are stories in Ubud which link the ascendancy of

the puri with Mt/Lake Batur and with the power of certain pwala.

Cokorda Batur and the Krzs.

In Chapter 5 I related the story of the kns from Batur which appeared

mysteriously in Ubud and took its rightful place at Pura Gunung Irbah. There are

less complete variants of this story which all locate the source of the power

(ksahian) of Puri Ubud in this lcris and its origins in Batur.

The puri do not tell the story in this way. They choose rather to explain

their links with Batur by reference to their inheritance of the nislaln realm of

Sukawati. The name of Ck. Batur, like their contemporary sponsorship of Pura

Batur, simply reflects this role. Common knowledge around Ubud on the contrary

emphasises the origin of their supernatural powers in Batur while Batur versions are

more explicit in emphasising the everlasting indebtedness thus incurred.

One of
into it objects
of barong.

the ways in which water
imbued with supernatural

is made holy in sali is by dipping
power, such ag kris, or the beards
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An iconoclastic priest/historian whose livelihood is not dependent on the

goodwill of the puri claims that Ck. Batur was thus named, in accordance with royal

convention, for the place of origin of his mother, a commoner woman who lived in

Tegallalang, sold leaves at the lJbud market, attracted the attention of the king and

ultimately bore him the son previous wives had not been able to.

The Fatal Error.

The accounts are unanimous in attributing Gianyar's survival through these

years of constant pressurc to the political acumen and subtle diplomacy of Made

Pasek and his younger brother Ketut. With the exception of Hanna's (1976:70)

characterisation of them as a pair of wlgar nouveau-riche drug-dealers, all other

accounts, textual and oral, portray both of them as men of exception qualities who,

according to one of C. Geertz's "ancient informants" could "capture a village in their

sleep" (1980:39). Other oral accounts suggest that these qualities and their

extraordinary success in the face of overwhelming odds, were based upon magical

powers.

But "the earth revolves, the years pass by, times change, and one day the

raja of Gianyar stayed at the house of his younger brother the punggawa of Sukawati

after attending a tooth-filing cercmony of the family of the pwggnva of Negara"

(Mahaudiana 1968:64) . A joged dan€ was performed in his honour by one Ni

Kalis, a young dancer well-known for her beauty, skill in dancing and in winning

the hearts of her audience. The elderly autocrat was so taken with her charms that

he exercised his lordly prerogative of escorting her to his bedchamber and thence to

his palace where, renamed Ni Jero Nyeri, she henceforth held considerable sway

over the royal dotard.

A dance of erot,ic invitation, flirtation and rejection.
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She arranged firstly for a younger brother or cousin (dik), Ketut Sara, to be

given a job in the palace and subsequently, despite what appears to have been a

conspicuous deficiency of either talent or experience, for a meteoric rise through the

ranks until he became a kind of defacto chief minister (patih). The Dewa Manggis'

existing senior staff were not impressed with this and morale suffered, with Made

Pasek more or less retiring from public duties. As Ketut Sara took over the ntnning

of the whole kingdom, becoming increasingly power-dnrnk in the process, this

dissatisfaction qpread and the fortunes of the kingdom began to decline.

At this point two new texts pick up the story: the Bhuwana Winasa (BW) and

the Geguritan Rereg Gianyar (Sidemen 1980). There are a number of manuscripts

known as Bhuwana Winasa, written, mostly in verse, during the early twentieth

century but whose title @estruction of the World), refers to the collapse of the

Balinese political order teading up to the puputan of 1906 and 1908. C*guritan arc

a genre of epic poem and rereg means, like winasa, destruction. They are records,

writtenpost-facto by more or less anonymous authors of a process of destruction and

as such represent those authors' evaluation not only of the important events but of

causal relations between events28.

The Bhuwana Winasa referred to here begins in 1882, at a time when people

were wealthy, complacent and preoccupied with the pursuit of money and pleasure.

This was the cause of the subsequent chaos, the first signs of which were a comet

(wintang latla$) and an earthquakeD. The initial political act recorded is the

See Wiener (1995:277-8,288,310), for a discussion of the BUI'tana
winasa and ite use of literary devices. I am grateful to lda Bagus Sidemen
for, anong other kindnesses, allowing me the use of his own tranBlation (into
Indonesian) of one of these t,ext,s and moreover, typing it out for me. The
author of this particular text, an anonlzmous resident of Gria Agung, Desa
BeJ-a1ru, begins with an apology for the quality of his handwriting and literary
style, rbecauge they are the work of a stupid person, alwaye suffering
miseries and working without a teacher" (Sidemen 1996:371.

There are number of versions, with almoat identical titles, of the
Geguritan Rereg Gianyar. According to its translator, the version used here
is the most complete (Sidemen L986:27).

Wiener (1995:310-1) discusses the use of omens in the Buwana Winasa.
The appearance of a comet is widely believed in BaIi to presage national
disaster of some kind, the most recent being the death of Ibu Tien Suharto
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re'placement of Made Pasek with Ketut Sara. fire Geguritan Rereg Gianyar begins

a couple of years later with the earthquake, disturted weather conditions and the

desertion of punggawa and manca from Gianyar to Klungkung.

In 1883, in consultation with his own coterie of close advisors rather than the

official punggawa of the realm, Ketut Sara reversed the Pasek's closed-door policy

toward Klungkung, entering into a close relationship which the Dutch at least

understood to be one of submission to Klungkung (Mahaudiana 1968:67, Sfuikan

1961:55-6). He also instituted new tax regimes which caused considerable

resentment throughout the realm.

Immediately after this, Apuan, a desa on the border with Bangli, dissatisfied

with the behaviour of Gianyar officialdom, switched their allegiance to Bangli.

Kt.Sara made strenuous efforts to use his new access to the Dewa Agung to regain

the lost territory but to no avail so he resorted to military campaigns, the second

with help from Pejeng and Sukawati, both of which again failed, leaving Gianyars's

and his own credibility somewhat shaken. (G.Agung 1989:407-415, Mahaudiana

1968:67-72, Sirikan 196l:57-59) Then, suddenly, in 1885 there erupted a new

conflict which was to be the beginning of the end for Gianyar but would lay the

material foundations of modern Ubud3o.

Ihe Rise of hrri Negara.

The high-handedness and incompetence of Ketut Sara served to compound the

existing resentment felt by all the Sukawati-descended princes at their involuntary

submission to the Dewa Manggis. Throughout the period of Gianyar's ascendancy

in the area they had resisted this rule in various ways, but as Gianyar weakened

following a sight,ing in mid-L996.

This pattern of replacement
revolt of subject rulers leading to
in the (first) downfatl of Mengwi in

of trusted advisors, abuses of power and
total disaster has a striking precedent
L823 (Schulte-Nordholt 1988b:5) .
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some beclme bolder. The Dewa Agung at this time began to play an increasingly

active part in aiding and abetting such resistance (G.Agung 1989:4L5, Mahaudiana

1968:73, Sirikan 1961 :59-60).

In early January 1885, the punggawaof Negara, Ck. Gede Oka, a descendent

of the Ck. Karang who had moved there from Padangtegal to reclaim Sukawati from

foreign control some hundred years previously, declared himself independent of

Gianyar and began annexing other villages in the area. What part the Dewa Agung

played in this is unclear. According to Mahaudiana (1968:72 clf Schulte-Nordholt

1988b:7) it was at his dhect instigation, as part of a wider strategy aimed at

achieving a new unity of South Balinese kingdoms strong enough to resist Dutch

ambitions in the area. G.Agung (1989:a1D claims that Ck.Oka of Negara, on

withdrawing from Gianyar, immediately placed his realm under the power of

Ktungkung. Ck.Agung (1981:146) says much the same but stresses that the primary

cause of his revolt was dissatisfaction with the administrative style of Ketut Sara.

The other Sukawati versions remain silent on the matter.

The list of villages annexed in this initial phase of Ck. Oka's campaign

represents largely a widening circle around Negara itself but also includes some

anomalies. Kelusa, Tatag, Pejengaji and Yehtengah are all far uphill of Negara,

separated by the Ubud/Peliatan block and the latter two were sites of branches of

Puri Tegallalang. According to Ngakan Jelantik, present head of Puri Keliki,

Negara did in fact invade this area, destroying his puri and taking two of his

ancestors back to Negara where they were killed on false pretexts.

This revolt and the speed with which it spread through the region was the last

straw for the Dewa Manggis. There was general panic in Gianyar and his advisors

were at a loss to deal with the situation. In desperation he called Made Pasek out

of retirement to work his old magic but all he got for his troubles was a stinging

lecture on the stupidity of Ketut Sara and by implication himself and the advice that

he had left himself with no choice but to turn his kingdom over to the Dewa Agung.

A group of his advisors went to Klungkung and were given reason to
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hope/expect that their king would be well received there and glven assistance to

restore his kingdom. Others, distrusting the Dewa Agung, advised against such a

step but in the end this counsel prevailed and in February 1885, Dewa Manggis VII

set out for Klungkung. At Banjarangkan, his party was met by a contingent from

Klungkung who relieved him of his royal regalia and escorted him to the village of

Satria, east of Klungkung where he qpent the few remaining years of his life under

house-arrest (Mahaudiana 1968:7 4-7, Siril€n 196l : 6L -3).

Gianyar was immediately occupied by Klungkung and Bangli troops, the latter

offending the former by comprehensively looting the palace. The territories

formerly under Gianyar control were divided between Bangli and Klungkung, who

in turn placed various areas under the control of the loyal lords of Blahbatu, T\rlikup

and Negara. The Sukawati lords of Peliatan, Ubud and Tegallalang and the

Pemayun lords of Payangan and Tampalsiring remained independent but mutually

supportive against attack from any quarter (Mahaudiana 1968:78-9, Sirikan 196l:63-

4). G.Agung (1989:al8) follows Dutch interpretation which simplifies this into a

3-way qplit between areas controlled by Klungkung, Bangli and the

Ilbud/Peliatan/Tegallalang block.

All this happened within a few weels in early 1885 and when the dust settled,

Ck. Oka of Negara was still looking for more opportunities to expand his kingdom.

He looked first to Batubulan which was determined to resist but a wily aide, Dewa

Ketut Sandat, lured the local leaders away to exile in Kamasan and Batubulan was

easily taken. (Mahaudiana 1968:80)

In 1887, the lord of Blahbatuh attempted to rally a group of independent

pwgga ua still loyal to Gianyar with a view to rescuing and restoring the Dewa

Manggis, if necessary by force and with the support of Mengwi. Their plans were

leaked, the Dewa Agung took new measures to ensure the security of the area and

the lords of Blahbatu, Sukawati and Abianbase fled, via Peliatan to Mengwi and

thence to Karangasem (Mahaudiana 1968:81-2, Siril€n 196l:64-5). According to

the Sukawati versions, it was Ck. Oka of Negara who, strongly opposed to any
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rcstoration of the Manggis dynasty, informed Klungkung of the plot and assisted in

taking control of the offending villages. (Tj.Agung 1985:85). Ck. Oka's territorial

ambitions were, however, not satisfied while the UbuilPeliatan/Tegallalang block

rcmained intact and he made repeated attacks in this direction, gaining some ground

each time (Mahaudiana 1968:82).

tr
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The Defeats, the Assistance and the Secret Weapons.

These early defeats are not recorded in the Sukawati versions nor in most of
the oral accounts from Llbud exce,pt for the opinion, occasionally heard, that the

origin of the name of Banjar Kalah (lalah:Iost), at the downhill extremity of
Peliatan, refers to its loss at this time. Outside Llbud, however, these defeats form

the basis of stories offering alternative perspectives on the situation. According to

an oral version of the history of Taro, (K.Rata) the ruler of Ubud, known as Ck.

I-empod, retreated at this point to his land at Sabang Dahat (see Ch 5), uphill of
Puakan where he meditated, seeking guidance through the crisis. He was told to try

again at a certain spot closer to Taro where he received the guidance necessary as

well as practical military support from the people of Taro. Pura Sang Hyang Tegal

marks the spot of this reveliation and the name Irmpod refers n pokng @lack/white

check) blanket which he either wore or was given at the time.

Similarly in Batur, I was told a version of the story, @y Guru Badung of

Pura Batur), which begins with the initial defeats. Ubud asked the raja of Bangli

for assistance and he responded by asking his subjects at Batur to send troops.

These troops also brought weapons of both conventional and unconventional kinds,

including a lais called Ida Betara Kawitan and two gws (bedit). Two years later,

when I asked for clarification of the story, he told me that the raja concerned was

known both as Raja I-empod and Raja Batur and he was the father of Ck. Gede

Sukawati. Ida Betara Kawitan was a qpear Aombak) and the other weapons included

the two guns and something else. The Batur army consisted of only 66 men but they

had the ability to appear as thousands, another secret weapon which is mentioned

in relation to various parties in different versions. This story, similar in its theme

to the Taro one, raises several questions.

Firstly the request for help to the raja of Bangli seems, on the face of it,

unlikely. Bangli and Gianyar were arch-enemies and even with the Dewa Manggis

safely out of the way, tlbud was still in principle a supporter of Gianyar and in a
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way acting on its behalf in resisting Negara. From this point of view Bangli would

s@m, along with Klungkung, the least likely place Ubud would go for help. There

are however other factors which render such a request more credible, eqpecially at

this time.

With the removal of the Dewa Manggis went the main common ground upon

which the alliance between Bangli and Klungkung was based, leaving exposed the

gulf between their positions in relation to the other pressing matter of the time, the

Dutch. The primary political polarity of the region shifted abruptly from the

pro/contra-Gianyar axis to the pro/contra Dutch one. While the Dewa Manggis had,

up till this time, been firmly anti-Dutch, subsequent events suggest that his loyal

punggawa Ck.Gede Sukawati may have had a more open mind on the matter,

sensing opportunity in the midst of danger. If so Bangli was the obvious avenue

through which to explore this connection. The fact that the enemy of the moment,

Negara, was, as a client of the Dewa Agung, firmly in the anti-Dutch camp, lends

support to this thesis.

While I can find no evidence of direct links between Ubud and Bangli at this

time, there were links of a kind between Bangli and [Jbud's junior reliatives at

Tegallalang. Some 70 years previously, Tegallalang had revolted against Gianyar

and Ck. Rambang had been forced to flee to Bangli. Since then Tegallalang had

been administered by members of its own puri loyal to Gianyar but the fear of a

return attack from Bangli remained. An oral account of the Negara war from

Tegallalang (by Mangku Seleran, whose grandfather fought in this wu), claims that

it was in fact to Tegallalang that Ubud turned for help and it was one Ck. Rambang

who provided it with the help of a powerfrrl lais. It seems possible that this

represents a combination or re-interpretation of the help-from-Bangli and help-from-

Batur stories. According to the official Tegallalang version (Tj.Agung 1983:62),

however, it was Peliatan which had long been tied to Bangli by a non-aggression

treaty.
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In the Batur story, the name Ck.kmpod corresponds with the Tegallalang

version but the Ck.Batur is the name not of the ruler of Ubud at the time of the war

with Negara but his father. I have no dates for his death and the succession of his

son but it is likely that this occurred in the interval between the initial attacks by

Negara and the ultimate battles of 1891-2. The name of the lvishombak is the same

as that of the rtn's which appeared magically, from Batur, a generation earlier in the

folklore of Taman Klod and is linked with Ck.Batur. (see above) Such blurring of
the generations is not uncommon in Balinese accounts of chronological sequence but

its combination with magical weapons and partial recurrence in different forms

suggests a broader symbolic association between the success of Ubud and the

supportive power of the mountainous hinterland.

As to the guns from Batur: it is unclear whether they operated on

conventional or magical principles but they raise the subject of fiiearms in general

about which a further digression is perhaps overdue.

On the political economy of military hardware.

The economic history of pre-colonial Bati is much concerned with the growth

of import/export trade with wider economic zones. The goods of this trade were

various but initially the most frequently listed high-profit items were slaves and

opium, respectively supplied and desired by the kings, and subsequently gambier (an

auxiliary ingredient chewed with betel-nut) and l<cpeng (Chinese coins) Qlanna

1976:13,52,55) and coffee an increasingly important export by the middle of the

nineteenth century (Schulte-Nordholt 1996:169). Given the obvious preoccupation

of the ruling class, at least by the mid-nineteenth century, with maffers of expansion

and/or defense, their obvious interest in acquiring the latest military technology

(Ilanna 1976:23-29) and the constant warfare in South Bali in the latter half of the
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nineteenth century, it is surprising ttrat military hardware is at best merely mentioned

in lists of imports and has been the subject of no research that I am aware of.

Balinese accounts of warfare likewise place little emphasis on conventional

armaments or other pragmatic concenN such as troop numbers and strategy. They

tend instead to concern themselves largely with high level pre- and post-battle

diplomacy, metaphorical representations of the ferocity of the fighting ("rains of

bullets", "rivers of blood" and "seas of fire"), the deeds and deaths of satria heroes

and displays of the power of magical weaporui. These texts are essentially (selective)

accounts of what happened rather than analyses of why it happened but if they

contain an implicit theory of causation it lies more in assessments of the

magico/spiritual condition of leaders and their pusaka, than in considerations of

conventional arms and strategy. Oral accounts in the course of which I asked

specific questions about causation inevitably pointed in the same direction (c/f

Wiener 1995:185).

That fuearms were available and widely used is however evident from

passing reference to their use in warfare from as early as the 1830s (G.Agung

19917o,81 C.Geertz 1980:253, Lansing 1995:50, Medhurst 1968:V2) and even as

royal collectors items as early as the 1830s (Hanna t976:26,27,52). Neilsen

(1928:158) estimates that the army defending laganja @uleleng) against the Dutch

in 1849 had at its disposal some 1000 rifles and 25 cannon some of which were seen

in the palaces of Buleleng on the eve of battle by an enterprising Siamese trader in

1846 (Graves 1967:90,92). A year later a Gianyar royal cremation witnessed by

Helms was brought to a close with "barbaric music and the firing of guns"

(1882:66). By the 1890s, in a battle between the armies of Sukawati and Badung

'...the bullets were like rain...the world became dark, enveloped with gunsmoke

until pitch-black... " (Sidemen 1980:141). Wiener (1995:199,203) goes so far as to

claim that they "constituted one of Bali's most important imports, particularly as the

nineteenth century progressed". I too suspect this to be the case but she quotes no

evidence nor can I find any.
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Assuming that firearms were used with increasing fiequency as the century

progressed, there is also liffle evidence as to their distribution among the kingdoms

and the sources from which they were obtained. Medhurst (1968:92) refers to the

manufacture of primitive rifles in Buleleng in the 1830s (see also Wiener 1995:199).

A number of sources (van der Kraan 1993:95,I-auts L848:92, Wiener L995:I99,

G.Agung 1991,:4,82) refer to the importation of guns from Singapore by Chinese and

Bugis merchants. The obvious ports by which they would have entered Bali were

initially Buleleng and Kuta where Mads Lange imported "Western firearms of all

descriptions and the bullets, lead and powder to keep them functioning" Qlanna

1976:55). According to A.A.Gede Putra (personal communication), they also

entered Karangasem via Inmbok (c/f Gerdin 1982:79, Hanna 1976:24).

The main customers for firearms were obviously the competing kings and it

was also they who controlled the import/export trade. The kingdoms best armed

were therefore presumably those with best access to this trade, in other words the

owners of these ports. Buleleng was, as we have seen well-armed at an early stage,

which probably played a large part in its military ascendence in the early part of the

century. Mads Lange's principal customers were the raja of Badung and Tabanan

both of whom kept to the periphery of the turmoil of the era. Karangasem, as well

as its connection with Buleleng had access to the trade through Iombok. This left

(apart from Jembrana) the land-locked kingdom of Bangli and Mengwi, Gianyar and

Klungkung with only small ports and little access to the south-coast trade

monopolised by Badung.

It is evident from Dutch accounts that firearms wers used, with deadly affect,

by Klungkung in the Kusamba war of 1849 (Wiener 1995:178, G.Agung 1991:99).

Klungkung was however supported by several other kingdoms in this engagement so

the arms used may not all have been their own. In the case of Mengwi I have no

evidence except for their evident military decline during a period in which most

kingdoms became better armed. Schulte-Nordholt (1996:121) cites a contemporary

report that Mengwi possessed "a thousand guns" but accounts of the final defeat of
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Mengwi suggest that they were, among other failings, out-gunned (C.Geertz

1980: I 1, Schulte-Nordholt 1996: 188).

It is widely known that both sides in the Ubud/ Negara war of 1891 used

firearms (c/f Sidemen 1980:79-82), but it is unclear where they came from. There

are several references, both oral and written (BDS 156, Sidemen 1980:168) to the

use by Ubud of what appear to have been machine gutrs, able to firc sixteen rounds

(bedil pancmbelasan). The fact that they choose to provide this uncharacteristic

technical detail and to comment on the impressive mayhem it caused, suggests that

such advanced armaments may have played a significant part in the military

ascendancy of Llbud at the time.

T$o local sources in Ubud, one descended from a senior advisor to the puri,

the other a descendant of a front line gunner (tul<ang tembak) claim, quite

independently, that the Ubud guns were obtained, via a Chinese trader in Gianyar,

from contacts on Nusa Penida who in turn imported them from Singapordt.

Gianyar certainly had connections with Nusa Penida, mainly as a place of exile for

political dissidents, through the small port of I-ebih and Ketewel and it is possible

that Chinese there had wider trade contacts, possibly with Lombok.

The other possible source is Bangli, which, although land-locked, had long

been on good terms with the Dutch and, after 1849, had direct contact with them in

Buleleng. Indeed the whole pattern of trade sffied abruptly in mid-century from the

from the southern ports, especially Kuta, to Buleleng as a result of the Dutch

opening up of Buleleng as a duty-free port and subsequent blockade of shipping to

the south (Schulte-Nordholt 1981:45, 1996:169). Even before this there are records

of the raja of Bangf making specific requests for firearms from the Dutch as early

as 1847 (G.Agung 1989:245), but not of the Dutch response. The Siamese trader

referred to above saw men carrying guns in 1846 in a place which was probably

Bangli (Graves and Charnvit 1967:110).

The onty descendant of this trader I have been able to locat,e
remembers her father having business links t,o Nusa Penida buts knows nothing
of guns.
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If the guns brought to assist Ubud from Batur at the request of the raja of
Bangli were in fact of the conventional kind, it seems highly likely that they came

through the Bangli/Dutch connection and indeed that this may have been a major

source of armaments for Llbud, at least during the period when Gianyar was

inoperative. If they were machine guns of an advanced kind they may well have

turned the tide of the war as the Batur version suggests. If they were of the strictly

magrcal kind it is surprising that there is no further mention of their role in Ubud's

subsequent victory. I am inclined to believe that they, and indeed most other

flrearms in Bali at this time, were both conventional and magical.

On the cultural construction of firearms in Bali.

Margaret Wiener's (1995:183-221) eerie account of the life and times of an

eminent item of ammunition by the name of I Seliksik focuses upon his timely and

efficient despatch of an ill-intentioned Dutch military commander at Kusamba in

184932. While Dutch accounts of the general's demise re,port merely that he was

hit in the thigh by a bullet and died after surgery some time later, Balinese ones

stress, to varying degrees, the uncanny deadliness of the wound inflicted and the

supernatural capacities and manufacture of the weapon involved. These accounts,

graduated as they are in subtle shades of understanding from purely material to

magical explanation, suggest that this weapon possesses both selaln and nisl<ala

aspects, in terms of both of which its operation may be understood. This is hardly

surprisirig, given that all beings, entities and objects in Bali are understood as having

these dual aspects.

Rifles and cannon, when they appeared in Bali, entered not only into a

material calculus of firepower but also into a complex set of existing understandings

referred
The (male) personal pronoun I (or Ki) indicates that, what is being
to noc the sekaLa bullet but the niskala being which occupies it.
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about weaponry in general. At one end of the spectrum are hand-operated

instnrments blunt and sharp designed to mortify the flesh in flagrantly physical

fashion; at the other magical thoughts, words and deeds which cause harm by

themselves. On closer examination however, all the former also have a nislwla

essence to which offerings are made at least once a year while the latter usually

operate by means of a material vehicle, sometimes as innocuous-sounding as a piece

(blade?) of grass. The majority of serious weapons however, combine these two

kinds/aspects of power which are understood as the mutual causes/effects of each

other. The destnrctive power of a pwola lzz's chooses to reside not in any old object

but in a pointed blade, finely-honed and sinisterly serpentine.

The appearance of firearms into theatres of war dominatedby steel blades and

magtc incantations created something of a sensation wherever it occurred and the

popular literature of colonial conquest is replete with patronising reports of native

interpretations of the new technology. Apart from their obvious efficiency in the

matter of maximising murder and mayhem, the unfamiliar combination of impressive

noise, firelsmoke and operation from afar no doubt inqpired an awe and terror

normally reserved, in Bali at least, for magical weapons. It is not surprising

therefore that, especially in the early years of their use, they were understood as

much in terms of their nislwla qualities as their selala ones33.

I Seliksik, as he appeared at Kusamba in 1849, at the point in history when

firearms were still relatively novel but assuming increasing importance in warfare,

seems to have just such a dual character. Dutch and Balinese accounts agrce that the

hapless general was killed by a bullet, fired from a gun. For the Dutch this is

33. The popular literature to which I refer here ie the Boys Own Annua1
genre and subsequent, comic books. For a more reflect,ed account of the role
of firearms in the political economy of out-of-the-way pl.aces in Southeast
Asia I am grateful to tvlargaret Wiener for drawing my attention to iloseph
Conrad's story of a Bugis trader (1-992) .

Shou1d this argrument appear unduly epeculaLive, one need only reflect
upon the contemporary worldwide abhorrence of nuclear weapons, the widespread
ignorance of their mode of operation reflected in the tragi-comic cartoon (*)
and the separate category in which they are uneasily placed by goverrunent.s.
Nicholas Thomas (L992:27-37) makes a not dissimilar points about the role of
firearms in nineteenth-century Marquesan trade and thought.
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enough, although their accounts omit such details as calibre, range *6 muzzle

velocity which might be expected to form part of a more systematic forensic

analysis. For Balinese on the other hand, there was a whole other side of the matter

to do with the manufacture of the bullet and the power (lesalaian) embodied in it.

Thrs lccsaloian is of both the indigenous variety embodied in the Dewa Agung and

foreign varieties associated with the Dutch themselves and with the Islamic Bugis

who were skilled both in the supply of such weapons but also the mysteries of their

deployment (Wiener 1995 : L83 -221) .

But this is not the only appearance of I Selilsik: he appears in an previous

incarnation (see this chapter above), some one and a half centuries earlier, in which

his power is sufficient to defeat an otherwise invincible practitioner of black maglc.

This was long before firearms were in regular use in Bali but the Dutch were using

them in other parts of the archipelago and there may well have been a native trade

in them. The description of his use, to shoot down an airborne opponent, is not

inconsistent with the capacities of a primitive muzzle-loader of the day and indeed

Lovric (1987:135) interprets the same evidence to the effect that this was simply a

orifle' which had also become a "royal heirloom". If this is in fact a very early,

perhaps the earliest, recorded use of a gun in Bali, it was such a striking

demonstration of a mysterious new power, overwhelming that of a geat magician,

that it may also be the point at which magical powers began to be attributed to I
Seliksik and to guns in general.

By the early years of the twentieth century, a mere 50 years after the death

of General Michiels, guns were commonplace, the Dutch had more of them and I
Seliksik was useless, his magical power departed with that of the Dewa Agung

(Wiener 1995:287). This final stage, where the magical power was gone and the

efficacy of guns depended only upon their material characteristics, offers a striking

contrast with the time of Balian Batur when they first entered into a military matrix

of magic. The guns used in the Ubud/Negara war, like I Seliksik at Kusamba,
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occupy an intermediate position in which both their selala and their nislcaln aqpects

are sigfficant.

Negara: the Nemesis.

After the fall of Gianyar, Negara continued to expand its area of control

downhill to the sea, uphill to the lower fringe of lJbud/Peliatan block, plus a block

further uphill around Keliki/Yehtengah and arguably a strip west of Ubud connecting

the latter two. During this period, with Gianyar administered by two of his

relatives, the Dewa Agung made an official visit to inspect his new possession. The

punggawa loyal to him made this the occasion for festivities on a grand scale

consisting of copious quantities of food and drink, dance and music together with

more orgiastic elements such as a half-case of opium, an abundance of young women

and cocldighting, to (the latter of) which gamblers from as far away as Java were

invited (Sidemen 1980:46-49).

Ck.Oka Negara, retrieving his cock from a fierce but inconclusive fight,

slipped and fell, qprawling headlong into the ring. Much embarrassed he left

immediately and on the way home, at Sakah, his horse shied and once again he

found himself rolling on the ground. From these accidents he knew that disaster was

imminent (Sidemen 1980:50). An ominous cocldight feahrres also in several oral

versions, one even claiming the defeat of a Negara cock by an Ubud one, and the

loss of a woman staked on the bet as the primary qruse of the subsequent war.

Ubud/Peliatan also prepared for war, constnrcting a line of booby-trapped

trenches downhill of Desa Mas3a. There ensued several months of minor

skirmishes. In August 1890 war broke out between Sibang and Angataka, just west

of Negara. Thrce days later the long-awaited confrontation took place between the

to. Puri tvlas, relat,ed to both Peliatan and Negara, remained neutral in
this conflict.
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armies of lJbudiPeliatan and Negara. The Negara forces were divided into two, a

classic pincer movement closing on Ubud from the south and west. As Ck. Gede

Oka left Puri Negara a crow swooped down and snatched at the tassel on his spear,

yet another omen of impending defeat (Sidemen 1980:73).

The western arm, the massed manpower of several villages, led by Ck. Oka's

leading advisor, Dewa Sandat, moved towards Jukutpaku and Katiklantang, both

already Negara territory, where they met with the Ubud army under Ck. Gede

Sukawati and Ck Oka Saren Kauh. A fierce battle ensued with substantial losses on

both sides and Ubud hard-pressed until Ck. Gede Sukawati moved to the fore35.

Brandishing hrs pusalu lvis, Ki Batu Kanr and Ki Campuan36, ild taking on an

appearance variously described as "a lion newly emerged from his lair" (Tj.Agung

1985:89), "Kalantaka' the god of death (Mahaudiana 1968:83), or "Rangda"

(Sidemen 1980:77), so terrified the enemy that they broke ranks and fled.

Katiklantang and Jukutpaku were burnt and the Ubud army chased them downhill,

taking villages as far downhill as Negari (sic. just west of Negara).

Meanwhile on the eastern front, the main army of Negara and several other

villages, lead by Ck. Oka himself met the combined armies of Peliatan/Tegallalang

in the ricefields of Subak Penambenan just downhill of Desa Mas. A fierce gun-

battle raged for some time with neither side getting the upper hand. It was obviously

a day of great confusion and what happened next varies somewhat between accounts.

According to Sidemen (1980:80), Negara began to get the upper hand until Ck. Rai

of Puri Sarenkangin Ubud took the lvisKanrrg Suwung and followed by others from

Puri Tegallalang, led a fierce revival which turned the tide and sent the enemy

fleeing.

According to T:j. Agung (1985:90) Ck.Gede Ngurah from Puri Sukawati and

Ck Gede Rai Sarenkangin of Ubud, fought using their sacred weapons. Ki Bintang

35

shot in
36

An informant remembered being told by
the buttock by his own side lvhile trying

Or, according to Sidemen (1958:8), rra
meaning of which remains obscure.

his grandfather that he was
to escape via a river gorge.

white urnbrellart, a surreal
image the
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Kukus and Ki Karang Suwung of Negara were destroyed by the power of Ki Segara

Ngelayang of Peliatan, but Ck.Rai was stnrck by Ki Baru Gagak and killed

immediately, his body charred beyond recognition by the power this weapon. Ck.

Ngurah was so overcome with remorse at killing his own relative that he threw Ki

Baru Gagak away and wished only to die himself. This wish was soon realised, by

a bullet piercing his belly and his army panicked and fled.

In either case, and in the account of Mahaudiana also (1968:84), Ck. Gede

Oka found himself abandoned, alone in the middle of a ricefield, facing an anny.

Shot in the leg, disabled and bleeding profusely, he tried to attack but was

overwhelmed by sheer numbers and stabbed and beaten to death. The battle ceased

immediately at this point, the bodies of the two fallen satria were taken back to Puri

Mas, IJbud and its allies took possession of all the land west of the Petanu, and the

next phase of the drama began37.

Ihe Peace, the Destruction and the Looting.

All the parties to this war were immediately consumed with reglet at this

needless mutual slaughter of their own relatives. At a meeting at Puri Peliatan they

agreed to live in peace with each other and to seal the agreement they arranged a

marriage between a daughter of Ck. Oka Negara and a prince of Puri Peliatan, to

be performed on an appropriate day. Once again the accounts diverge on the events

which followed. What is clear is that before a suitable day for the marriage, Ck.

Plonot, a nephew of the Dewa Agung, came from Klungkung, took possession of

The manner of Ck. Oka's death
(L97L:151), Sirikan (L96L:.72) or G.Agrung
concur with this description. As the point
rival- claims of the rulers involved, the
renders further fighting superfluous.

is not ment,ioned in Ck..Agung
(L989:a2o) but many oral vergions
of the battle ie to eetablish the

death of one of them immediately
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Puri Negara and married Dewa Ayu, the princess promised to Peliatan. To what

extent Puri Negara collaborated in this duplicity is the subject of some qpeculation.

The most complete version of the incident is that of Sidemen (1980:89-92)

according to whom Dewa Ayu was not happy with this arrangement, threatening to

kill herself if forced to go through with the marriage. Her fathers chief minister,

Dewa Sandat, who had survived the battle of Jukutpaku by virtue of strategic retreat

and was less than proud of the fact, but was also unhappy about the whole peace

treaty with the Peliatan/IJbud block, decided to make amends by finding a way out.

He went secretly to Klungkung and asked for help to retain Negara. Ck. Plonot was

chosen and came with an army of 1400 and additional troops from Blahbatuh. He

was, it seems, a somewhat shy and awkward young man, but with some coaching

from the multi-talented Dewa Sandat he managed to seduce the grieving princess in

no time.

This news was not well-received in Peliatan. The Geguritan (Sidemen

1980:93) describes in lurid detail the facial expressions and colour changes of Ck.

Gede Sukawati when he heard the news. The allies were called together again and

a plan was made for an attack from all sides to put an end to Negara once and for

all. The fust to arrive at Negara was an army of 2000 from Mengwi, surrounding

Puri Negara and the guard from Klungkung fled. Those inside realised this was the

end, but Dewa Ayu, inspired by advice frcm her father, led a wild charge of

servants and others armed with domestic knives, which so startled the Mengwi army

that they broke ranl6 and fled (Sidemen 1980:96).

Mahaudiana (1968:85) offers a more plausible version in which Negara,

anticipating an attack, called for reinforcements from Blahbatu and a number of other

villages. These arrived at Negara and instead of guarding the western approach,

took up positions concealed in the bush before the Mengwi troops arrived, on 5

January 1891, and entered the ambush unwarily. They were immediately fired upon

from all sides and suffered heavy losses, the survivors escaping only with difficulty.
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Ck. Gede Sukawati, watching from his position at Camenggaon, it is said, wept to

see the pride of Mengwi thus decimated.

In the weeks that followed the happy couple at Negara were married,

oblivious to the dangers that still awaited, the deposed Dewa Manggis died at Satria,

Mengwi's situation became increasingly precarious, Ubud asked for help from Bangli

(Sidemen 1980:99) and the thee faint-hearted ex-punggowa of Blahbatuh, Abianbase

and Sukawati returned from Karangasem, via safe passage provided by Bangli,

arriving in Tegallalang on the evening of 16 June 1891. That night, or the next day,

they attended a meeting at Peliatan with the lords of Ubud, Tegallalang, Mas,

Kenderan, Manuaba, Sayan and Pejengaji (Sidemen 1980:116).

On the lSth a combined attack was launched on Negara. The new punggawa

loyal to Klungkung in neighbouring villages, including those of the three newly

returned ex-punggawa attempted to rally reinforcements but the people tumed

against them and they had to flee for their lives. This time there were no mistakes:

Puri Negara was destroyed totally, comprehensively looted and burned to the ground.

Ck. Plonot lost his nerve, wet his pants and ran all the way to Badung, stumUing

and falling, dragged along by his young wife. The old fox, Dewa Sandat somehow

managed to survive again as did the young son of Ck.Gede Oka. To ensure that

Negara would not rise phoenix-like from the ashes, a prince from Sukawati was

placed in charge of the area with authority to institute drastic measures against any

who might entertain such ideas (Mahaudiana 1968:89, Sidemen 1980:118).

In local oral tradition the proofs of this great victory lie in the extant relics

of the looting of Negara, the most common of which are domestic utensils rangrng

from rice pounding mortars (lesung) still on display in Ubud households to complete

pavilions which were dismantled and re-erected in several Ubud households including

(it is said) one prominently displayed at the puri. Tegallalang troops took a pair of

barong Landung from a temple and almost had to fight for them a second time when

they passed through Llbud on their way home. There are also musical ensembles

(gonil from Negara in several villages the most celebrated of which is the mighty
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Song Sede from the puri whrch went all the way to Batur and whose sonorous tones

reinforce the solemnity of the ritual performed in the great mist-shrouded temple

there. The politics of its transfer to Batur are also somewhat shrouded in mists of
ideology: according to ttrri Ubud it was a gift of courtesy to their followers in

Batur; according to Batur it is evidence of the depth of Ubud's dependence upon

Batur. The most important loot of all however was land, which being less portable

had different consequences, of which more later.

LJbud and Mengwi.

While Ubud was part of Gianyar and Ck. Gede Sukawati was obviously much

involved in the affairs of that kingdom, he also maintained close links with his

westward neighbour, Mengwi during this period. The deep gorge of the Ayung

River formed a convenient natural boundary between the two kingdoms which was

seldom disputed although Mengwi had in the past controlled land east of the Ayung.

Only a generation previously (see this chapter above) Ck. Sukawati's father had

repulsed a Mengwi attack on villages just west of Ubud but subsequent help to the

victims of an epidemic may have been the turning point in the relationship.

By the late 1.880's Ubud's star was rising through the military exploits of Ck.

Sukawati while Mengwi's was declining. According to Schulte-Nordholt

(1988a:174), the ruler of Mengwi judged his interests to be better served by an

alliance with Ubud than by trying to maintain his deteriorating relationship with

Klungkung. This political relationship appears to have been converted into a kinship

and therefore ritual one by the adoption of an Ubud prince by a Mengwi lord

(Schulte-Nordholt t988:346, Wiener 1995:248). The unsuccessful attempt to assist

the [Jbud cause at Negara in early 1891 was not only the last straw for Mengwi's

relationship with the Dewa Agung but left its defensive forces severely depleted

(Wiener t995:747).
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Mengwi was attiacked by the allied forces of Klungkung, Badung, Tabanan

and Bangli. Berause he was pre-occupied in Negara, Ck. Sukawati, Mengwi's only

strong ally, was unable to offer any assistance and Mengwi finally succumbed a mere

couple of days after Negara (G.Agung 1989:425, Schulte-Nordholt 1988:176). A

considerable number of refugees from Mengwi and Kapal fled to Ubud. These

incldded many of the deposed aristocracy for whom, according to Schulte-Nordholt

(1988a:183-185), Ck. Sukawati built a new purt (PuiKlodan) for them3E.

In 1892 Ck. Sukawati married a daughter of the former king of Mengwi and

in 1905, he also manied a grand-daughter of the same king (Sukawati 1979:1). As

well as wives (of which he had from 46 to 130 according to different estimates as

well as 35 concubines) he also imported intellectual talent from Mengwi including

one Anak Agung Oka Krcbek who managed the real estate assets of the realm, and

also Ida Bagus Made Alangkajeng as jalua (public prosecutor). The latter

subsequently became a pedanda and both these families, given land on which to

build substantial houses in central Ubud, have been prominent in the atrai$ of Ubud

ever since3e.

After the fall of Mengwi the lords of Petang and Carangsari, centres of a

coffee-growing district of some economic sigfficance west of Payangan, and the

latter already having annexed the territories of several downhill puri, placnd

themselves under the protection of Bangli but soon after thought better of it and in

38. According to a contemporary Dutch Bource quoted by Schulte-Nordholt,,
the ntunber of these refugees was 5000 (1988a:185). Ttris seems a high figure
given that the population of the entire kingdom was lese than 100,000
(Schulte-Nordholt L9962143) and that Iit,tIe t,race of these people remains nolt
at teast in Ubud proper. Several villages of the western periphery of the
district of llbud (e-g. Sayan, Kedewatan) however do maintain adat links to
ancestral villages west of the .Ayung and others such as Lungsiakan cLaim to
have migraE,ed from villages formerly part of the kingdom of Mengwi. Ttre
present Puri Klodan in llbud is indeed a branch of Puri Saren, and adjoine the
puri established by .A..A,. Oka Krebek, the Kapal man of letters who served Ck
Gede Sukawati.

3e. The son of I.B. Alangkajeng, I.B. Maron was also an intellectual of
some stature. Clifford and Hildred Geertz interviewed him in 1958 and
generously shared with me their data which unfortunately does nots cast any
light on the specifics of llbud hist,ory.
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1893 asked Llbud to take over. Because of the logistics of maintaining a dependency

at such a distance, Bangli made no attempt to defend the territory and it became part

of the rapidly expanding kingdom of Ubud (Schulte-Nordholt 1988a:185, Sidemen

1980: 170-l7l). Ck. Sukawati subsequently took a wife from Puri Carangsari

(Sukawati 1979:2) and several western border villages of the Ubud area still maintain

adnt firrJrls with Bongkasa and several other villiages in this area. They are not

included in the list of villiages made by Schwartz (1906:187) at the time the Dutch

took over in 1900, but a note on his list and his map suggests that they were still

under Llbud control. By the time van Kol visited Ck. Gede Sukawati in 1902, he

was lamenting the transfer of at least part of this land by the Dutch to Buleleng.

Kerajaan tlbud.

The expansion of Negara was largely into a vacuum created by the weakness

and ultimate collapse of Gianyar. With Negara also gone, Mengwi barely capable

of defending itself and dircct Klungkung influence minimised in the area, the

political geography of the area was, in the space of a few years, completely turned

on its head. The allianss (of Ubud, Peliatan and Tegallalang) had gained control of

the former Negara territories which comprised virtually the entire western half, west

of the Petanu, apart from Payangan, of the former kingdom of Gianyar. After the

collapse of Mengwi, also in 1891, the Ubud alliance also gained control of some of

its uphill-eastern territories. Within this alliance, Peliatan was nominally the senior

partner but effective leadership, especially in the military matters which had

dominated the decade, had fallen increasingly to a series of cokorda from Puri Ubud.

There is no definitive record of how these three puri arived at a mutually

agreeable division of this massive estate, but there are clues. Oral accounts from

throughout the area almost unanimously claim that Ubud took control over all the

land "from the sea at Ketewel to Taro in the mountains". G.Agung (1989:422,470)
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re,peats the common belief that Ck. Gede Sukawati took the largest share and claims

also that his status was raised from that of manca under Peliatan to punggawa,

reqponsible presumably to Gianyay'o. A Tegallalang craftsman/priest/scholar of

independent mind claims a somewhat dffierent division of the land: of the 1200 ha.

controlled by Negara, Tegallalang took 900, divided equally into lots in the regions

of Negara, Kelusa and further uphill while lJbud and Peliatan took only 150 ha.

each. Given the lower value of upland territory there is some logic to part of this

argument but there is no other evidence that Negara ever controlled land uphill of

Tatag. A less partisan source of evidence is the Dutch survey of the area a few

years later.

When the Dutch took over Gianyar, one of their first acts was to send an

official, Controleur H.I.E.V. Schwartz, on a tour of inspection of their new

possession. During the months of March and April 1900, presumably immediately

after the rains had ended, he conducted a meticulous survey of the former kingdom.

The fnrits of this survey are two maps, at scales of 1:50,000 and 1:100,000, nicely

drawn and not too inaccurate, a brief discussion of the ecology and political economy

of the region and a comprehensive list of desa and punggawaan. Given that between

1891 and 1900 neither the briefly restored kingdom of Gianyar nor the newly arrived

Dutch had either time or reason to tinker with boundaries, it is reasonable to assume

that these maps and lists represent a division of administrative responsibility

approximating political control in 1891.

Agung quotes a report, by the Dutch scholar,/official V.E.Korn, thirty
years lat.er (L922), apparently based upon information obtained from Puri ubud.
This report, does not appear to me to make guch claims so I take this t,o be the
interpretation of Agung himself. He also neglects to mention that at the time
of the war Gianyar did not exist as a kingdom so the position of Ubud in the
hierarchy of the kingdom was preaumably decided at a later date.
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Figure 6.10 Schwartz's Map 1900
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Figure 6.11 Kerajaan Ubud.
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There are 12 punggawcum, some of them consisting only of a small cluster

of viflagss around a very mtnor purt. Gianyar contains 16 desa, Blahbatu 20,

Peliatan surprisingly only 12. Tegallalang controlled the entire upper V/os Valley,

incorporating45 dcsa. Oeboed (Ubud) controlled 8 sub-districts incorporating atotal

of 8l desa. Of these 18 were in Pejeng, acquired after 1891, but the rest stretched,

just as the stories say, from Tatag, downhill of Taro to the coast at Ketewel.

According to Dutch sources quoted by Schulte-Nordholt (1988a:188) he and his allies

could mobilise 18,000 men. In terms of actual area there would appear to be some

truth in the Tegallalang version but in terms of location and the relativity with Ubud

the common version would appear to be closer to the truth.

fhe Political Economy of Labour and Land

Such is the cartography of political control of the area. Economic control

followed partly from this in as much as it depended ostensibly upon control over

labour. This point was first made about traditional Southeast Asian polities by

Gullick (1958:125) and has been dutifully recycled by subsequent generations of

scholars (including Errington 1983, C.Genfiz 1980a:24,171, Schulte-Nordholt

1996:35, Wiener 1995:44, Warren 1993:86), being transformed in the process into

an orthodoxy which privileges the control of labour over control of land. Among

the adherents of this view only Geertz notes that "... access to agricultural property

was certainly not irrelevant to political power ... " (1980a:67)ar .

The evidence from Ubud suggests that Ck. Sukawati's undoubted ability to

mobilise a powerfrrl army was itself founded initially upon his reputation for

kcsalcian but was ultimately maintained by his control over large areas of productive

land. The slogan "from Ketewel to Taro", which proved accurate in the case of

or. Precisely this qualification
original (1988:L25) formulation of the
translation into orthodo:<y.

in faet, forms
idea, but it

of Gull-ick's
lost in the

part
waa
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administrative control refers not only to this but to rights over land and its produce.

Balinese land-tenure practices are founded ideologically upon notions of muual

support between land, the gods associated with it and human communities living

upon it (Ch.4). Ultimate ownership was vested in the gods and human use of it was

based upon a kind of collective leasehold in perpetuity subject to fulfilment of ritual

obligations. Appropriation by conquest conferred not absolute ownership over the

land but control over its use, and over the labour of those whom it zupported along

with the ultimate responsibility for the ritual obligations associated with it.

Ownership in the sense of exclusive use-rights and exchange-rights did not appear

until the Dutch began systematic registration of land in the 1920s. The economy of

land and agricultural produce in Llbud during its brief period of precolonial

ascendancy appears, however, from the limited inforrration available, to have been

unusual.

Often when talking casually about matters of history, people would make

comments such as: "The reason Ubud people are so lazy is because they never had

to work, they could just ask for food at the PUrt", or when I asked why so few

people in Ubud owned their own ricefields "the puri never gave them land". Why

not? Because either "it was easier to ask for food at the Purt" or " the purt told

them not to worry about working the land, but just to ask for food when they needed

it" or "because they were afraid of (land) tax". These stories were puzzling,

especially when no-one could tell me how and when this practice started or ended.

They seemed also to contradict models of pre-colonial land tenure based upon a

complex range of share-cropping systems and especially of a category of lands

known as pecatu, the produce of which is consumed by those who work them in

exchange for loyalty and service to a lord.

Pecatu became a source of perplexr$ to Dutch scholars as soon as they

sought to establish an indigenous foundation to their taxation system during the 1920s

(Gunning and van der Heiden t926, de Kat Angelino 1921b) end has remained so

eversince(Boon !977:56,Geertz 1980a:176, Hobartetal 1996:55, Schulte-Nordholt
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1996:60, Warren 1993:63). The debate essentially concerns the extent to which

pecatu was old communal land appropriated by lords and used as a source of forced

labour, lands given to faithful followers by lords, or land owned by villagers but

whose use entailed, as with houseyard land (larang desa) (see Ch.4,5) certain

obligations to gods and/or lords. It is my impression that the divergence of

interpretations probably reflects as much local differences of practice and

terminology as it does the correctness of the authors and the debate is of little
concern here. What is significant however is that it makes very clear the extent to

which control over labour was itself contingent upon control over land.

While most explanations of pre-colonial land-tenure in Ubud were of the

somewhat tautological kind quoted above, a former sedalwn (collector of land taxes

and/or rents) of a branch of the puri, provided the following explianation which links

them to this history of land acquisition.

Because Puri lJbud originated as a minor branch of Poliatan, it began with no territory
of its own, only a responsibility for the security of the westorn frontier of Pelirtan. In
fact it was probably supported economically by the grant of a kind of pecau land from
Peliatan who nowned" most of the land in the immediate vicinity. Ubud's subsequent
lands, most of them were won in the war with Negara, they were mostly in locations
too remote to be practicably worked by Ubud people. Consequently local peoplo were
allowed to continue working them on a share-cropping basis, with a share of the harvost
going to the puri.

This system continued well into the twentieth century, with several sedalnn

administering the collection of this share which was either brought to Ubud and

stored at the pui or sold on the qpot at bargain prices, usually back to the farmers

who had grown it. Because of the considerable surplus, anyone in need of food

could always ask for it at the puri, with orr,Jry ayahan (ritual labour) being asked in

return. It was only when a large proportion of this land was redistributed in the land

reform of the 1960s that this system really ended. Iand reform is discussed in

more detail in Chapter 7 but for the present purpose it provides us with a residual

record of an older pattern of land-tenure. All large landholdings were

systematically registered and these records, together with those used by post-
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independence land-tax collectors, provide systematic evidence of patterns of land

tenure in the area in the eady 1960s. Although there is little doubt from oral

accounts (also Hilbery 1979) that land did change hands during the half-century

before these records begin, this was not common except as a last resort for people

in debt. The land reform lists therefore retain sufficient overall pattern to provide

some confirmation of the longer-term location of the landholdings of Puri Ubud,

Peliatan and Tegallalang. This, in turn coincides fairly well with Schwartz's map

of political control in 1900 and it may therefore be taken, if not as conclusive proof

but as substantial confirmation of the distribution of land won from Negara.

In Kecamatan Blahbatu, Payangan and Tampaksiring, none of which were

occupied by Negara, the largest landholders are from thelocal purt. In Kecamatan

Tegallalang, which comprises the upper part of the Wos and Petanu Valleys, Puri

Tegallalang owned a surprisingly small amount, less than 10ha. but the two largest

landowners were people of Dewa rank from Kenderan followed by a Dewa from

Manuaba holding between them well over a hundred hectares. The Dewa of Puri

Kenderan, as a client of Puri Tegallalang, played an active part in the Negara war

(Sidemen 1980:86, I 16,1 17) and according to Mangku Seleran, one of their number,

Dewa Made Taman, led the Tegallalang troops but kept all the qpoils for himself.

In Sukawati, the lcecamaran closest to the sea and to the former Puri Negara,

the two largest landholders were a Ck.Gede of Puri Nonderan, Batubulan and an

Anak Agung from Sukawati. Puri Nonderan is named after a Ck. Putu Nonderan

of senior descent within Puri Llbud who moved to Batubulan as part of complex

mariageladoption solution to a military problem shortly after the fall of Negara.

There is reason to expect, particularly because of his seniority, that he would have

been given a generous landholding. It is not clear to which Sukawati puri the other,

Anak Agung landlord belonged. It is possible he was of Gianyar lineage but from

his name, he is more likely descended from the original Puri Sukawati which was

placed in charge of Negara and if so he would undoubtedly have received a

substantial share of the spoils of war.
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io

Figure 6.12 lJbud Landholdings 1964

Within Kecamatan IJbud itse$ which includes Peliatan, there were the largest

number (23) of large landowners, deqpite being a relatively small district, all of

whom were from Puri IJbud and Peliatan or their bnnch puri. Of these 9 were from

Puri Peliatan and only 8 from hrri Ubud. Those from Puri Peliatan however owned

a total of 349.516 ha. while those from Ubud owned 636.241n42. A plausible

interpretation of these figures consistent with local oral tradition is that the Peliatan

Ttrese figrrres repreeent land reported voluntarily. Subeequent,
investigations by the Landreform Office have brought to light further
unreported excess land. According to an anonlzmous source well-placed to know,
the "majorityil of this was land heJ.d by one particularly well-endowed branch
of Puri tlbud. This matter is pursued further in Ch.?.
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holdings represent their original area of influence pre-Negara, while the larger ubud

holdings re,present the qpoils from Negara of which Ubud took the larger sharea3.

This pattern of land ownership, while in itself inconclusive, is certainly

consistent with the oral and written histories as well as with Schwartz's turn-of-the-

century impressions. I can find no evidence to contradict the widely held belief that

Ubud, or at least Ck. Gede Sukawati, controlled a very large area, from the sea at

Ketewel to somewhere close to Taro and that this was the material source of his

wealth and pottical power.

Trouble in Batubulan.

While the llbud alliance clearly took substantial control of the area after the

fall of Negara, this control was not uncontested and various other parties still had

agendas of their own to work out. Ck. Nagi, a persistent troublemaker in the

region, a close relative of the Dewa Agung, and newly deposed punggawa of

Blahbatu, conferred with the survivors of Puri Negara and persuaded a group of

perbetccl andmanca in Batubutan, Singapadu, Sangsi, Batuyang and Guang, villages

east, west and downstream of Sukawati, to support a Klungkung re-takeover of the

area. When he had their agreement, he arranged for an army from Badung to invade

Batubulan, Batuyang and Guang. Iraders of these villages loyal to Sukawati got a

message tothepunggawathere, Dewa Gede Agung, who immediately asked Peliatan

for help and began fortifying Sukawati.

The Badung (Kesiman) army attacked the next day and the defenders held

them off using ammunition from Pura Penataran Agung Sukawati. During the

afternoon they began to doubt whether Peliatan would come to their aid and they

Closer examination of the tocations of the tbud and Peliatan holdings
however neither confirme nor denies this hlpothesis, with membere of both puri
owning tand in surprisingJ-y dispersed locations. This mixing of landholdings
probabty reflects the common practice of giving parceLs of land as part of
marriage arrangements and as rewards for services of various kinds.
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began to consider the option of placing themselves under the protection of Bangli.

In the midst of their deliberations Ck. Gede Sukawati arrived with the LJbud army,

reinforced the defenses of Sukawati and immediately marched on Guang where the

Badung army fled in disarray.

That night a group of dissident leaders from Batubulan visited the Ubud in

Batuyang and arranged to rebel the next day with support from Ubud. Their revolt

was so successful that by the time Ubud arrived it was all over and the Badung army

had fled. The Batubulan leadership asked Ck.Sukawati to take over the

administration of the village directly but he sought a compromise solution involving

marriage to and adoption of a daughter of the discredited and deceased former

matTca, with his (senior-ranking) nephew Ck. Gede Putu Nonderan taking effective

control of Puri Batubulan (Babad Dalem 154-158, Tj.Agung 1985:96-99).

Gianyar Rises from the Ashes.

After the death of the old Dewa Manggis, his two sons, still under house-

arrest in Satria, sent a message to Peliatan and Ubud asking for their help to escape

and return to Gianyar together with promise of submission to Peliatan and Ubud.

On the night of 19 January 1893, a team of 27 hand-picked experts in nocturnal

warfare (i.e. black magic c/f Wiener 1995:185-6) from Desa Taro, together with a

supporting troop of 75 elite soldiers from Tegallalang, slipped into Satria without

raising the alarm and spirited away the two princes and their entourage. Thanks to

their magic they were able to pass through Klungkung unobserved and by morning

they were back in Gianyar. This at least is how it happened according to the Tj.

Agung (1985:100) and the Geguritan Rereg Gianyar (Sidemen 1980:153).

The Babad Dalem Sukawati (159) gives less detail of the escape. The Babad

Manggis Gianyar (Mahaudiana 1968:94) does not mention the initial request to

Peliatan. A.A.G.Agung, the present head of Puri Gianyar tells the story as if his
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ancestors simply left Satria at their own convenience (1989:428). Gora Sirikan

(1961:8a) chims that the whole thing was set up by the Dewa Agung to stabilise the

Gianyar region against Bangli which had turned out to be more of a threat to him

than the Manggis dynasty had ever been. He offered to reinstate them on the

condition that they display a more suitable degree of deference to him than their

forefathers had done. In this version the task of the magical experts was simply to

avoid public detection while passing thrcugh Klungkung.

These interpretations partisan though they may be, concur on the overriding

preoccupation of all the parties concerned: to control the qpreading influence of

Bangli in the region. This concern, for the Dewa Agung at least, was exacerbated

by a conflict between Klungkung and Karangasem in which Bangli were threatening

to support the latter (Sfuikan 1961:83). The threat of Bangli was presumably

compounded by the knowledge that behind Bangli stood the Dutch, avaiting an

opportunity to penetrate into the souths. Both Gianyar and Klunglung were

careful to gtve written notice of the restoration of Gianyar to the Dutch

administration.

Back in Gianyar, the new Dewa Manggis immediately tried to get his

kingdom back in order by "sweeping it clean" of all traces of Bangli nrle. Pockets

of resistance, in Apuan and other villages, were fairly quickly flushed out by loyal

troops led by Ck.Gede Sukawati, now chief advisor as well as commander of the

armed forces to the Dewa Manggis. More difficult and deterrrined was Pejeng, not

especially close to Bangli but the senior puri of the senior @emayun) lineage of

Satria Dalem, and thus little inclined to submit to the nrle of their inferiors

(according to descent) in Gianyar

In March 1893, Ck. Suda dectared Pejeng independent of Gianyar. The

Dewa Manggis declared that whoever among hrs pwggawa retook Pejeng could

retain control over it. Ck. Gede Sukawati immediately organised a concerted attack

Vickers (L984 :32) refere tso Schulte-Nordholt's (unpubl-ished) opinion
that "Balinese rulers were nervous about any internal warfare which would give
arry encouragement to the Dutch t,o intervenert.
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from all sides using the lJbud/Peliatan armies with assistance from Tampalairing and

according to some versions Tegallalang and Blahbatuhas. Pejeng was quickly

overrun, totally destroyed and its assets taken over by tlbud, forming another major

portion of Ubud's subsequent landholdings. Among the portable loot was a barong

from the merajan agung (royal family temple) which was taken to Bentuyung, Ubud

but the house in which it was stored was subject to constant shaking so it was passed

on to their (post-Negara) allies in Singapadu where it now resides in Pura Dalem

Sengguhan and returns to Pejeng on certain ritual occasionsa6. Ck. Suda moved to

a related puri at Belusung but was attacked again there and fled to the protection of

Bangli from where he went into exile on Nusa Penida. @abad Dalem Sukawati 161,

Sidemen 1980:167, Mahaudiana 1968:95, Sidkan 1961:84). Ck. Sukawati took

direct control of Pejeng but after Ck. Suda died he recalled the next in line from

Nusa Penida to act as his manca in Pejeng.

By 1894 order was sufficiently restored in Gianyar that the purt was rebuilt

with labour from throughout the realm. Ubud by this stage "owned a large

kingdom, rich with mountains full of coffee-gardens and a large area of rice-fields.. "

(Sidemen 1980:171). The new Dewa Manggis died in 1896 and once again the

kingdom was in trouble. His was succeeded by his younger brother who did not

have the same aptitude for government and even Ck. Gede Sukawati appears to have

treated him with diminished reqpect. Confidence and morale declined and once again

the pattern of internal revolts and external harassment set in. Tampaksiring was the

first to go, to Bangli in August 1897 , followed immediately by an unsuccessful attack

by Klungkung on the coastal village of kbih (Mahaudiana 1968:97).

The original puri in Blahbatuh was also a branch of the Pemalrun
lineage but its power vras gradually appropriated by their own patih
(ministers), of ilelantik descent who became loyal- important, second-leve1
players in the politics of this era.

46 The kul-ku7 (wooden slit-gong) which hangs in the magnificent
beringin (banyan) out,side Puri Kantor in Ubud is said also to have come from
Pejeng at this time.
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Not everyone was pleased by the growing dominance of Ck. Gede Sukawati

in the affairs of Gianyar and the kings of Bangli and Klungkung tried to undermine

his position by qpreading a rumour that he had poisoned the late Dewa Manggis and

attempting to foment dissent among punggawa of uncertain loyalty. Throughout

1899 there were repeated attacks by Bangli which were successfully defended but

kept Gianyar under constant pressure. Bangli also interfered with the water supply

to Gianyar ricefields and the food supply and health of the population suffered

(G.Agung 1989:471, Mahaudiana 1968:98). Together with less overt hostility from

Klungkung in the east and Badung to the south, both lead by survivors and

participants in the Negara war, the leaders of the Gianyar alliance decided to seek

help from their old ally Karangasem (see Figure 6.1). This kingdom however was

already under Dutch control and was in no position to do anything beyond reporting

the matter to the Resident in Buleleng. In May 1898 Resident Liefrinck made a visit

to Bangli and Klungkung with a view to persuading them to leave Gianyar in peace

but both had their reasons to not be persuaded. According to G.Agung (1989:473),

he also instnrcted Karangasem not to provide military assistance to Gianyar. A
series of attacks continued through 1899 and most were staved off, largely through

the military genius of Ck. Sukawati. By this time however the economy of the

kingdom was on the verge of collapse and the writing on the wall was too clear to

ignore. The Dewa Manggis had only one place left to turn (G.Agung 472-6,BDS

163).

On 28 December 1899 he wrote to Resident Liefrinck, handing over his

kingdom with only the condition that his own position be recognised and maintained

and the rather tranqparent promise to continue fighting off any enemies on behalf of

the new owners (G.Agung 1989:476). Eleven days later, as the pressure increased,

he sent a second, more urgent letter, and six days later a third, unashamedly

expressing his fears of imminent destruction. The Dewa Agung, in whose opinion

Gianyar had already voluntarily placed itself under the protection of Klunghng,

must have got wind of these letters and he hastened to make a new peace agreement
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with Gianyar which the Dewa Manggis duly reported to Liefrinck but did not

withdraw his offer. After some deliberation and consultation with Batavia, the Dutch

government decided to accept the Dewa Manggis' offer and on 5 March 1900

Liefrinck arrived in Gianyar to negotiate the terms of an agreement which was

signed on 8 March. The Dewa Agung and his allies objected, arguing that "Gianyar

was not anyone's to give away" (Wiener 1995:252) but to no avail and Liefrinck

returned to Singaraja leaving Controleur Schwartz in temporary charge of this new

possession of the Netherland Indies (G.Agung 477-498).

The role of Ck. Gede Sukawati in this process is not entirely clear. It is
widely acknowledged that the Dewa Manggis was totally dependent upon him and

that the offer to the Dutch was made on his advice (Ilanna 1976:71, Wiener

1995:.252). According to Mahaudiana (1968:104), when the Dewa Agung made his

eleventh-hour bid to woo the Dewa Manggis back from the Dutch, it was

Ck.Sukawati who delivered a long speech casting doubt upon the motives of the

Dewa Agung and advising caution on the basis of his past record. There was

obviously no love lost between Ubud and Klungkung after their implicit enmity

during the Negara war but there is also reason to beteve that Ck.sukawati stood to

lose something of his new power, and possibly more if Gianyar fell into the hands

of Klungkung.

The same argument however could be applied to the hands of the Dutch:

given that Ck. Sukawati had worked long and hard to place himself on the brink of
ruling the whole of Gianyar, why was he so keen to give it all away allowing the

position of the Dewa Manggis to be protected forever by the Dutch? One answer

is that, like the Dewa Manggis, he had no choice: the writing was really on the wall

and it was the only way to avoid total destnrction, for him as well as the Dewa

Manggis. Another is that there was more for him in this arrangement than would

appear on the face of it. According to an informant who shall remain anonymous,

it was Ck.Sukawati who brokered the deal with the Dutch and in exchange for his

services was granted exemption from tax on his substantinl landholdings. There is
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some evidence to support this in frequent oral reports of the subsequent willingness

of Puri Ubud to assume ownership of any lands the tax burdens of which the

previous owners found excessive (see also Schulte-Nordholt 1996:29$.

It is perhaps time to reflect further on the role of the Dutch in this whole

story.

Denying the llutch.

Wiener's (1995) account seeks to redress the balance of a history dominated

by colonial or neo-colonial accounts which display considerable ignorance of

Balinese understandings of events. She finds in the process that Balinese accounts

of the downfall of Klungkung downplay the role of the Dutch to the point where they

are seen as little more than unknowing agents of forces way beyond their

comprehension (1995:71,313). Likewise Vickers (1984:24), referring to another

version of the Uug Gianyar, observes that "..it is singularly remarkable that a text

dealing with the political events of late nineteenth-century south Bali...credits the

Dutch with absolutely no pottical influence in the south... " and concludes that they

"...refused to see the Dutch as a part of "r€al" politics, or as political equals

participating in the same arena of action. " There are also several accounts of events,

including the pupatan themselves, in which the behaviour of Balinese ntlers lends

support to this argument.

Apart from G.Agung's book, which is based almost entirely upon Dutch

sources, other recent works, academic and local (Mahaudiana 1968, Sirikan 1961,

both of whom make use of Dutch sources and are partial exceptions to this rule), the

local accounts used here and virtually all the oral accounts I have heard, follow the

same pattern. Although the Balinese rulers and their advisors at the time were well

aware of the ominous presence of the Dutch (see Footnote M), they often behaved

as though they were not and local accounts of these events are written in the form

of all-Balinese dramas, as if the Dutch did not exist let alone play any real part in
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events. There is however one more exception, an oral account so striking in its

logic and so potentially subversive of the dominant accounts as to be worth

recounting in some detail.

Negara: an alternative interpretation.

it's olmost too late now to work out tlat history - but I wish you the best of luck!
(Hildred Geertz, personal communication 1997)

The history through which we have so painstakingly been plodding is

constructed around a core of consensus between several accounts. These sources

consist by and large, of the versions of the victorious: while the losers in this litany

of lapsed loyalties and petty perfidy tended either to be killed or exiled to Nusa

Penida and certainly very few of their versions of events have been recorded. This

became increasingly apparent as I was collecting stories of Ubud's rise to glory and

I began to suspect that the story might well be told differently in other places,

especially the place upon whose loss LJbud's success was built.

So completely was the negara of Negara erased from the political geography

of the Wos Valley that it does not even appear on the maps compiled by Controleur

Schwartz, presumably with help from Gianyar and/or Ubud, only a decade later.

It does however figure on his list of desa under the contrcl of Ubud but by this time

it was virtually deserted and remained so until refugees began drifting back around

l9l2 and a modest pui was re-established in 1917. It reappears briefly on Dutch

maps produced in the 1920s but by 1938 it is reduced, in the colonial administrative

system, to a banjar under the perbelcel of Batuan. In the official govemment maps

of the 1980s and 1990s it appears only under the name Penataran, a mere banjar of

DesaBatuan.

Negara was for me a shadowy realm of fantastic stories until I learnt that it

still existed complete with a puri occupied by descendants of the last king. I was

introduced to modern Negara by A.M., an impoverished aristocrat who worked with
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Rudolf Bonnet in Ubud and, since Bonnet's death, has devoted his life to maintaining

the museum Puri Lukisan which was Bonnet's final unfinished project. In recent

years he has discovered that he is himself descended from Puri Negara and has

moved back there to live and tells of mysterious nocturnal occurrences on the site

of the former puri. When he finally took me to Negara I realised with a shock that

it was a place through which I had passed many times without knowing it. In the

crowded busy-ness of this part of Bati it appeared sepi (deserted, lonely), a centre-

less hamlet between named and known places. Even now that I am familiar with

the place, I cannot pass through there or even write about it from afar without

feeling the deep melancholia which seems to rise like mist from the ground itself and

so pervades the atmosphere that it is never dispelled by the restless breezes which

on even the hottest days move through its coconut groves and dark banyan trees.

The present pui stands behind one such beringin (barryan, ficus benjarnina)

under which the bustling pasar of Negara once convened, opposite the site of the

old puri which is now the property of Puri Gianyar, a gift from Puri Ubud on the
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occasion of the joining of the two houses by marriage n 1944. The new puri is

qpacious and airy, with broad pavilions, well-built but unostentatious, arranged

around a large courtyard and headed by the grandson of the defeated king, now

known to his descendants as Ida Bhatara Mantuk Ring Rana (the god who died on

the field of banle).

Ck. Oka Karang is a fine old gentleman, tall f61 a Salinese and strongly built

with his grey hair cropped short. He received my visits (in mid-1996) in sarong and

white T-shirt, sitting on folding tubular steel chairs of doubtful structural integrity

at a cloth-covered western-style kitchen table near the entrance where we drank

sweet tea from large glass mugs and talked for hours on several warrn Sunday

afternoons. He has none of the airs, graces and fancy accoutrements I have come

to associate with the house of Sukawati in the late twentieth century but exudes

instead a sense of intelligence, integrity and strength of character. His son, an

academic specialist in political studies and presently the Rector of Universitas

Ngurah Rai resembles him in this way.

I began by tentatively mentioning that I had heard stories of the downfall of

Negara which suggested that the cause of the wilr was Negara's own revolt against

Gianyar and aggression towards its uphill neighbours. He intemrpted immediately

to expliain that this was not the case: Negara had no need to aggrcss against anyone,

they were already the largest and most powerfrrl puri n the area, with territory all

the way uphill to Tatag, obtained long before by legitimate means. Negara was in

fact, far from being a mere punggawarm, more powerfrrl than Gianyar and an

independent negara in its own right. For many years, during the time of Made

Pasek, the relationship between Negara and Gianyar was peaceful and co-operative.

During this period, Negara also had an agreement with the two other southern

kingdoms of comparable standing, Badung and Mengwi. This treaty, arranged

verbally when the three kings happened to meet at a ceremony at Puri Pemecutan,

consisted of three articles: agreements over boundaries, exchange of slaves and

mutual non-aggression. Although more powerful also than Peliatan, the rulers of
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Negara recognised the seniority of lineage there and had no designs upon Peliatan

territory.

The war was brought about by a series of events which began when Made

Pasek was repliaced by Ketut Sara as chief advisor to the Dewa Manggis. Pasek had

maintained a good relationship with Negara, but had avoided contact with either the

Dutch or (according to several other versions) Klungkung. Ketut Sara reversed all

these policies, opening the relationship with Klungkung (see above) and, according

to Ck. Karang, seeking contact with the Dutch while replacing reqpect with

:urogirnce in his dealings with pwggawa and other neighbouring lords and seeking

to enforce Gianyar sovereignty over what had been more like a confederation of

independent equals.

When Sara tried, unsuccessfully, to offer Gianyar to the Dutch in 1885 (see

Wiener t995 246) Ck.Oka Gede (the raja of Negara) was so concerned that he went

to Gianyar to protest in person to the Dewa Manggis. He was prevented from

meeting him by Ketut Sara with words to the effect that *If you have business with

the Dewa Manggis you can deal direct with me". After being rebuffed in this way

three times, he took offence and decided the time had come to teach Gianyar a

lesson. Before doing so however he informed Made Pasek of his intentions, asked

his relatives in Peliatan not to interfere and sought the approval of the Dewa Agung

with whom he was on good terms.

He advanced on Gianyar simultaneously from uphillvia Tatag, Tampaksiring,

Pejeng and from downhill via Sukawati, Blahbatu and Bona. Before the attacks

reached Gianyar there was panic in the town and the Dewa Manggis set out on his

ill-advised last march to Klungkung, and ultimately to Satria. According to Cokorda

Oka, his grandfather was not, as other accounts suggest, a mere tool of the Dewa

Agung nor even working closely with him but acknowledges that they were on good

terms and certainly shared strongly anti-Dutch positions. The coincidence of the

reason for the Dewa Manggis' flight and the Dewa Agung's response to it at least

hints at a degree of co-operation.
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T\e punggawa of Sukawati, Blahbatuh and Abianbase who fled, presumably

in fear of Negara, went first to Peliatan who honoured their promise to Negara and

sent them on to Mengwi. Peliatan also informed Negara who subsequently captured

them in Desa Semana and exiled them to Klungkung.

With the Dewa Manggis safely out of the way in Satria, the raja of Negara

called a meeting of all the Sukawati lords at Rrri Peliatan, with a view to restoring

Sukawati rule in the area and shutting out the Manggis dynasty once and for all.

T\e mja of Tegallalang, Dewa D/Sana who was of mixed Sukawati and Gianyar

descent and was already uneasy about the presence of Negara so close at Yehtengah,

blocked the proposal while Ubud and Peliatan abstained and the initiative failed.

The lord of Negara was so angered by this (anger seems to have been his fatal

shortcoming) that he swore that anyone seeking to restore the Manggis dynasty to

power would have to answer first to him. Back at Negara he called his favourite

wife, Gusti Ayu Ketut Pinatih and told her what he had done and that he foresaw

disaster and death. He wanted however, as a satria to die in the field of battle,

preferably by I Geni Segara Ngelayang, the Sukawati pusala which Dewa Anom

Sirikan had been given by the lord of the sea at Er Jenrk (see this chapter above).

T"his raja was, among his many other accomplishments, something of a black

magician with a weakness for barang tenget (objects of power). He had long

coveted a genta (a kind of bell used by high priests to accompany their incantations)

known as I Samplangan, in the possession of the Dayu Niang (a Brahmana woman

of senior genemtion) at Gria Lodpeken in Sanur. This particalar gema had been in

her family since none other than Dang Hyang NirarthaaT had come across it being

used by an itinerant peddler (dagang acung) in Samplangan to announce his coming

*. Dang Hyang Nirartha, aka Sri Aji Dwijendra, Ida Bhatara Sakti Wauh
Rauh, and in Lombok as Sang Paeupati, was the last of the series of holy men
who brought the component,s of Balinese religion from Java. He was also the
founding ancestor of the four main lineages of Brahmana Siwa in Bali (see
Wiener l-995:358 for a genealogy). A version of his adventures carn be found
in Sugriwa (1993) and of the story of the bell from Samplangan (on p.39).
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to prospective customers. He was so taken by its sound that he offered to buy it but

the owner gave it to him and refused payment.

The raja, along with his friend and spiritual advisor Ida Pedanda Ketut Buda,

flew to Sanur in the dead of night, and stole the bell while the Dayu was sleeping.

On their way home, high above Desa Tantu, the raja could contain his curiosity no

longer and asked his friend to let him hear its fabled sound, butthe pedanda advised

against it. Twice more he asked and in the end the priest could not refuse his king

so he gave it just one little tinkle. This woke the Dayu and she came straight out

in hot pursuit.

When they arrived back at Negara the noble nobblers went first to the royal

bathing place to punfy themselves before entering the puri. Here they were caught

with their pants down by the redoubtable Dayu who seized the genta and attacked

them both. Their combined power was no match for hers and she quickly defeated

them. Pedanda Buda died on the spot but the raja asked for a stay of execution, so

that he might die not by the powers of darkness but as a satria, and promised to

place himself in the front line of the first available battle. She granted this request

and his fate was sealedaE.

Despite his earlier challenge, made in anger to the uphill Sukawati lords, the

rajahad no real intention of making war on the seniorpuri of Peliatan. Peliatan and

the other uphill lords however, knew nothing of this and were afraid of his implied

ability to carry his challenge through and prepared for war. According to Ck.

Karang, Peliatan made a specific request for assistance to Bangli, who in nrrn asked

the Dutch in Buleleng who sent the famous sixteen-shot repeating gun (bedil

penemblnsan). Llbud meanwhile asked for help from Mengwi which was provided

in contravention of Mengwi's previous pasobaya with Negara. According to Ck.

Karang, these were the only guns used; Negara did not have any.

This dayu is mentioned in other oral versions, merely ag one who
niskala assistance and encouragement to llbud/Peliatan.
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With both sides prepared for war, the raja of Negara moved to Sukawati for

some reason and while he was herc a pedanda arrived with a message that the Ubud

:urny was moving downhill and alrcady in Mas. At the same time another pedanda

arrived in Ubud with a similar story about the Negara anny. When I asked who had

sent these mysterious pedanfu, Ck. Karang admitted he didn't know but it was

obviously a party with an interest in seeing the South Balinese kingdoms destroy

each other. Having made this observation he proceeded to digress on the political

problems with which the Dutch were pre-occupied in Eurcpe at the time and the

gong gedc and other pwalw from Negara which had ended up in Batur.

After these false reports from the pedanda, the raja refumed to Negara, met

with his family and prepared for war. once again he favoured a two-pronged

advance on either side of Lodtunduh. He decided, against the wishes of his advisors

and family, to lead the eastem attack in person. On 3 August 1890, the two armies

moved uphill with the eastern one meeting the enemy in the ricefields of

Penambenan. Here the raja, using hrs pusala lvis Ki Bintang Kukus fought a

colcorda from Peliatan using the original Sukawati pwalw Geni Segara Nglayang.

Both were weapons of firc, the former emitting a hot smoke or vapour (asap panas),

the latter having condensed into the form of alvis from fire which emerged from the

sea. This proved to be the greater fire of the two and when they met Ki Bintang

Kukus was vapourised and the raja of Negara died instantly from the explosion,

transformed directly into godhood by the power of Geni Segara Nglayang. Geni

Segara Nglayang suffered only slight bending and to this day cannot be resheathed

properly. The person wounded, abandoned and killed in the ricefields was not the

raja btfi another leader of the Negara forces at Jukutpaku.

The body of the raja was canied back to Puri Mas, nominally a Petiatan

dependency but in fact sympathetic to Negara and which remained neutral in this

conflict. The next day it was carried to l.odtunduh, a Negara dependency and the

following day back to Negara. The agreement to seal a new peace with marriage

was made but while they were waiting for a suitable day, ck. plonot from
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Klungkung simply came and took the bride-to-be, known in Negara as Dewa Ayu

Istri Bintang. This angered 1fue allies and they decided to destroy Negara once and

for all. The first attack by Mengwi failed completely with heavy losses. After this

Ubud/Peliatan bribed Anggataka and Ketewel to change sides with promises of a

share in the spoils. They were further reinforced by the return of the three

pung gawa from Karangasem.

The final attack began before dawn, while the Negara defenders were still

sleeping, a violation of the satrta code of honourable warfare. The pui was

completely surrounded by armies from many different quarters. Iater in the day it

was overrun and burnt. The corpse of the deadraja, which in the orthodox versions

was burnt with the puri had, according to Ck. Karang, already been secretly

cremated with apedanda performing the appropriate ritual and the ashes tranqported

to the sea via nocturnal flight. As proof of this, he mentioned that he had been

instructed not to perform pekbon (cremation ceremony) for his gRndfather, only

ngasti (a subsequent stage of ritual purification).

To prevent any possibility of a revival of Negara, Ck. Karang claims, 150

prisoners from Negara were executed by the Llbud/Peliatan alliance which is possibly

another version of what the Sukawati accounts refer to as "authorising drastic

measules" against anyone who sought to reinstate Negara. Some members of the

royal family, including his own father who was a small boy at the time, escaped

mostly to Badung. Following this the alliance immediately restored the Dewa

Manggis and as soon as possible handed the whole kingdom over to the Dutch.

Pejeng revolted against this but were crushed by Ubud/Peliatan with Dutch backing.
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Questions.

If I was looking for an alternative account I had certainly found one but now

I had the problem of what to make of it. On the one hand it was presented with a

completeness, conviction and certainty unmatched by any other oral account but on

the other at every point of divergence from the dominant versions what empirical or

documentary evidence there was tended to support the dominant versions. When I
expressed these concerns to him, Ck. Karang pointed out that I should be wary of

any versions based upon Dutch accounts because the Dutch never actually saw or

knew anything of the reality of Negara: their accounts of the pre-1900 politics of

the area were all written post-facto and did little more than recycle parts of dominant

Balinese versions which fitted their own prejudicesae. There wete, he said,

members of Puri Negara who had wanted their story recorded before the final battle

but his grandfather had insisted that one should not place ones faith rn lontar alone:

one had to believe first in ones own judgement of things. His parting advice to me

was in the same qpirit: to do just this and to place my tnrst in logic.

What then are the main points of divergence of his version? It relates

essentially the same sequence of events as the dominant version(s) but with several

sigfficant changes of emphasis and reversals of interpretation. Firsfly, while the

dominant accounts consist essentially of interminable lists of intrigues and battles

between Balinese lords in a political landscape drawn between the three poles of

Gianyar, Klungkung and Bangli, with the Dutch virtually invisible until the sudden

capitulation of Gianyar in 1899, the Negara version recognises the Dutch, via their

Bangli connection, as the hidden hand behind all the policy decisions of the uphill

lords and sees the primary line of conflict along the Dutch-Balinese axis rather than

an inter-kingdom one. Secondly, at the inter-kingdom level, Ck. Karang's version

There is some truth
accounts of South BaIi during
ment,ioned.

in this assertion but there were in fact a few
this period and in none of these is Negara even
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redraws the contours of this political landscape showing Negara at a larger scale and

Gianyar smaller.

Thirdly, seen from this point of view, the war was no mere putting down of

the routine revolt of a local punggawa disreqpecting his king and treading on his

neighbours' toes but a complex matter to be understood at least two levels: at that

of regional geo-politics, as an heroic resistance struggle against (disguised) Dutch

imperialism and simultaneously, at a more indigenous level, as a matter of righting

an affront to saria honour. This leads us to a third level and fourth point of

divergence, whichconcern thenislaladimensionof thewarandthedeath of theraja

of Negara.

In the various versions of the victorious there is both consensus that magical

power played a role in their victory and minor variation as to the possession and

ultimate source of that power. In the Negara version the equation is reversed:

although the pusala weapon which strikes the decisive blow, sending the raja by

the direct route to heaven, is in the hands of Peliatan, it is the original ancestral

weapon of Sukawati and it was chosen by the doomed raja as the agent of his mol$a.

Furthermore his death and by implication the downfall of Negara was pre-ordained

less by the magical power of his opponents than by his own loss of power at the

hands of the Dayu Niang. The reduction of [lbud/Peliatan, tn sel<nln terms to agents

of the Dutch, is paralleled n nislala terms, by their role as executioners of a

sentence already pronounced. Finally by the manner of his moksa and the secret

performance of the complete funerary ritual, his ritual status was if anything

enhanced while Peliatan/IJbud detracted from their own by the night attack on

Negara.

This account, were there evidence to support it, would stand on its head our

knowledge of this micro-arena of nineteenth-century Southeast Asian politicfo. As

The limited Dutch material at my disposat as well as that referred
to by the account.s quoted here, offerg no support for the greatser-Negara
argument, but contains hints of Dut,ch designs in the area, most notably their
well-documented relationship with Bangli. A search for such evidence in the
Dutch archives will form part of the next 6tage of tshis research. Sirc
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there is not, it is best understood for the moment as a critique of the dominant

versions, pointing out their weaknesses and reminding us that they are just that,

versions representing the perceptions and interests of those in a position to recount

them. Also that such versions are, like nineteenth-century Balinese political

arrangements themselves, at best provisional, never static or uncontested and always

open to alternative interpretation.

One hundrcd years later, deqpite the best efforts, military and literary of its

enemies, neither Puri Negara nor its story have disappeared. They live on in a form

passed down to Ck. Karang by his father who escaped the holocaust as a small child

and returned to build a new Puri Negara in l9l7sr. How then did such a young

prince come to know this history in such detail? He learnt it at the knee of an old

man who had been there and seen it il, & trusted friend and advisor to his father,

none other than Dewa (or Anak Agung according to Ck. Karang) Ketut Sandat, the

quintessential political survivor/strategist of this story. But what will happen now

to that story? Will it remain simply another losers lament, to be handed down the

generations who dwell among the spacious pavilions of Puri Negara or will they find

for it an avenue into a wider arena of discourse about history? As with Puri Ubud

and the Wos Valley network the anthropologist, innocently recording the present and

hearing the Negara vergion, certain obscure, crlptic and misunderstood
elements of other accounts take on new light which suggests new etrategies of
enquiry which will also form parc of ongoing research.

51. Some years after these events, when Ck. Oka's father, the son of the
dead raja was about 12 years old and living in Badung before the puputan of
L906, he was called to Gianyar by the Kontroleur, whoee office was in the puri
of the Dewa Manggis. He went there on foot, accompanied by about 500 fully
armed followers. At the puri they were told the Kontroleur waE buey and
waited until nightfalL when they were told he would see them in the morning
and that they could stay the night. They suspected treachery and walked back'
through the night with their weapons at the ready.

He was later called a second time and on this occasion was given a
letter to take to t,he regent, of KarangaEem. He was able to inspect the
contents which contained instrucciona to kitt him but he went to Karangasem
nevertheless where he discussed the matter with the regent who sent a message
back to Gianyar making excuses. The young prince stayed in Karangasem for
some years and when he returned to Badung as a young m€rn he was once again
called to Gianyar. This time he refused saying "If you want t.o talk about
Negara I will only do it there, at Negara". Eventually, in L9L7 a meeting did
happen and arrangements were made, with agreement from a nr:rnber of puri, for
him to return to Negara.
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uncovering the past finds himself also playing an unforeseen part in the future history

of a nineteenth-century war.

Conclusions.

This history, related in such mind-numbing detail in an attempt to begin

filling the vacuum between the histories of Mengwi and Klungkung created by Balian

Batur and Dewa Anom Sirikan and related respectively by Schulte-Nordholt

(1998a,1996) and Wiener (1995), provides us with a general background to the

history of Ubud in the twentieth century. It also provides several important

components of which the contemporary identity of Ubud is constructed.

The first of these is the overwhelming identity of Ubud with thepzri - apart

from the Padang Kerta and Gusti Iadang Dauh stories, the story of Ubud is

subsumed into the greater story of the house of Sukawati. Secondly the divine right

to rule of the house of Sukawati, established globally by their descent from

Klungkung (and thus ultimately Gelgel and Majapahit), and locally by the deal

between Balian Batur and Dewa Anom Sirikan with the link between the two levels

in the form of pusal<a originating from both sources. Thirdly the definition of the

space between the boundaries of Mengwi and Klungkung and the mountains and sea

as the legitimate territory of Sukawati. Fourthly the ancestral conflict with Gianyar

over the right to dominion over this tenitory. Fifthly the establishment of the

Ubud/Peliatan block as the senior heirs to the Sukawati heritage. Sixthly the

extraordinary ascendancy both politico/military and magico/mystical to which (Puri)

Ubud was catapulted by the events of the immediate pre-colonial period. Seventhly

the hegemony which Puri Llbud has obtained not only over non-Sukawati versions

of Ubud's history but over even the versions related within the Sukawati families.

Eighth and finally, the extent of the landholdings which became the foundation of

Llbud's wealth in the twentieth century. This history brings us also to the year 1900,
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whose arbitrary mnemonic value coincides perfectly with the turning point in both

the history of this area and the sources through which we know it.
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